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• We dedicate this volume of 
The Elms to the memory of Dr. 
George B. Neumann. An in-
structor with lofty standards and 
a fine sense of values, he . saw 
60th sides of every matter. He 
was a master teacher. He lived 
as he taught and his lesson was: 
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M E M o R 
STEPHEN C. CLEMENT 
A.B., A.M . 
Professor of Education 
Director of Extension 
Died April 20, 1936 
J 0 H N R. M c C R 0 R Y 
A . B., A.M., Ph.D .. 
Professor of Education 
"-
Died February 10, 1937 
• 
GEORGE B. NEUMANN 
A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
Professor of Sociology 
Director of Assemblies 
Died December 23, 1936 
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DR. HARRY W. ROCKWELL 
President 
CATHERINE E. REED 
Dedn of Women 
L 0 CAL BOA R D o F TRUSTEES 
\ • 
ED W AR D H. B U TL E R, President 
WILLIAM WARREN SMITH, Tredsurer 
• 
MOREY C. BARTHOLOMEW 
ALBERT HART HOPKINS 
DANIEL J. KENEFICK 
THOMAS B. LOCKWOOD 
MRS. HELEN Z. M. RODGERS 
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IWSAMON Il OLiEFABATIl 
H,S. 
/i.uiJtant Librarial~ 
:o.IYRTLE v, CA UDELL 
B.S., A.M. 
Professor 
of !fame Economics 
lIead of Department 
THOMAS CU'IT 
A.B.,I'H.D. 
I,u/ruetor in Fretlell 
C RA C E A. ALLEN 
B. S., A.M. 
A J t islant Dirccror 
uf Train£·ng 
/i JJ ista1lt P rincipal 
0/ School oj Practice 
U .iE LJ.A CHAPMA N 
I ,ls/nietor ill English 
STANL EY A. CZURLES 
B.F.A . 
1'lIs/rue/or i ,l //,1 
CHARLES B. BRADLEY 
U. S. 
ProfcY5"Qt" of Art Rducation 
Head of Dtparlmwt 
VELMA R. Cl. ,\RK 
B, S. , ~I. S . 
D£recior of Practice lIouS( 
MARION P. DA NA 
B. S., A.M . 
Ilistruetor in Ki-II(/ergartetl· 
Primary Mrtltod 
HOMER j. BRUCE 
L.L, B . S" A.).1. 
Imtrullor in Education 
HUBE ltT E . COYER 
B.P . E., ED. M. 
I nstructor i lt Htaltk 
Ed ucation and CO(lcl~ 
G EORGE C. DECKER 
B.S., A.M , 
I nstructor in IYoodworking 
\ 
ROBERT 0 , Dr: l>1OND 
A.B., A.M. 
ProftSSOr oj History 
II tad 0/ Department 
JOHN fONTANA 
M.S., A.M. 
Inl/ruelor in Mechanics 
MINA s. GOOSSEN 
B .O. E., A.\1. 
l ,tstruetor in RngliJh 
and Dramatics 
;,,1,\ Il.OARET DU t'tU, 
B.S., A.M. 
illstrlt( tor i,~ Science 
RAYMOND:-'1. FR ET'/. 
B.S., A .M. 
Iluis/,ant Professor 
of SCit11ct 
Director of Mctt's IJctivitin 
ELEA NOR M. GOV EN. 
11.5., A.M. 
Sixth Grade Critic 
School of Practice 
RU BEN s. EilERT 
B.S., A.M . 
lnstrurwr in Mathematic! 
and EducatiQ,t 
ANNA M. GEMMILL 
11.5., A.).I ., rH.D. 
Assistant Projnsor 
oj Scintct 
Acting 1-lead of Department 
ANDREW W. GR,\UAU 
II.S., .... ).1. 
/llStrueter 1n Etlgiish 
H EL EN G. ENGI. EBREC K 
A.B ., A. M. 
instrucror in JJ istory 
MARTHA J. GI BSO N 
A.B., A.M., PH ,I) . 
Acting Assistant. Professor 
i1~ English 
I'RANCES G. H EPI NSTALL 
B.S. 
Head Librariatt 
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OSCAI~ E. HERTZB ERG 
A . B., )'l.A . , PH . D. 
Professor of PJych.otogy 
!I eod of Deportmet!! 
RALPH HOR N 
A . B., M.A., PH.D. 
Director.of Extetuion 
ProfcHor of Education 
/". 
l 
).{ARY L. JA),I.ISO N 
B.S ., A.M. 
K indcrgarlell Critic 
School of Practicc 
CAROI.YN W. HEYMA N 
B.S. 
J n.stmc/or in / /rt 
RUTH ELLIOTT HDUST ON 
A.B., M.A. 
Professor 
of Ifwlth. Educatioll 
!lead of Department 
IIARRY c. JOHNSON 
B.S., A.M. 
Crilic in Mat/tematic! 
and Sciencc 
ScJlOOJ of Practice 
IRENE HI RSC H 
R.S., A.M. 
i nJtruct~r in Kindergartt1l-
Prtmary Methods 
GEO RGE E . HUCKINS 
I nstructor in Prittt1"I (:, 
FAYE KEEVER 
H.S., A .M. 
itlstructor in Clot/H'lIg 
1M YTO R. HODGI N 
A . II . , A .M. 
Instructor in English 
EDNA W. H URD 
B.M . 
l}lstruclor if I lUftS!C 
ISABE L I!OUCK KTO EN EY 
A.B . 
RCKislrar 
RUTH ~IC LEAN 
A.B., A.M . 
Inslntctot" i·/. Art 
EDWARD L. MORJUCE 
B.S. 
lns/.1'uelor in Metho.ds 
and Practice Teachu1-g 
RUTH PALMER 
B,S., M.5. 
Inslrtlc/or j'l Foods 
.. 
MARY LOLIISF. Me MAHON 
H.S., A .M. 
1 ns/ructor in Music 
EILEEN MULHOLLAND 
pH. B., A.M. 
Assistanl Professor 
of English 
RUBY A. PEEK 
B. S., I\I.A . 
Instructor in Ad 
CHARLES A. MESSNER 
A.II., A.M., pH.D. 
Professor of Latin 
Head of Department 
},lAY C. NYE 
A,B ., A.M. 
I nstrwtor in Foods 
IR VING C. PERKINS 
B.S., M.A . 
Professor of . 
f1 ocatiotwl Fducatw n 
Head of Department 
MARTHA G. M ETZ 
B.S., A.M. 
First Grade Cri!ic 
School of Practzce 
lJ· . ... ~ , : . . \ .j-"IJ: .• 
• . ' .. "i 
STELLA o'REIl.LY 
D,S. 
Fifth Grade Cri~ic 
School of Pr(J(i1ce 
HAROLH F. PETERSON 
A.B., M.I'>. ., J'Il.D . 
1-115tructor i1t, 
EcolwmicJ and HIStory 
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JOSEPH F. PHILLIPPI 
A . D., A.M. 
Prof"ssor of Mathematics 
Head of Department 
MARGARET $, QUAYLE 
,\.H., M.A., PH .D, 
Assistaul Professor 
of Education 
CHARLES C. ROOT 
rn.n., PH.M., A. B., A.M. 
ProfeJsor of Education 
Head of Department 
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MARTHA $, PRATI" 
H . ~., A.M, 
Instructor 
In Teacher Training 
GERTRUDE ROACH 
R.N., B,S" A.M. 
Instrudor 
in Health Education 
School of Practice 
ALMA R. ROUDEHUSH 
D.S., A .M. 
Instructor in Clothing 
CHESTER A. PUGSLEY 
A . H., A.).f., PI-LO. 
ProfessO! of Elementary 
School .ddministtation 
Principal 
of School 0/ Practice 
THERESA A. ROEHSLER 
n.s., M.A. 
S econd_Grade en'tic 
Seliool of Practice 
WINIFRED SALOM 
n.S., A.M. 
I nstruelor 
in [-{eallA Education 
GEORGE M. QUACKENBUSH 
B.S., A.M. 
Assistant Professor 
of Industrial DtpaTtmt'11t 
HAROLD J. ROESSER 
B. S., M,S. 
lnstruclor in Science 
MILDRED L. SIPP 
B.S., A.M. 
A.rsl.rtant Professor 
of Teacher Trai·ning 
RUTH E . SPE IR 
II ssisttmt Pt'ofessor 
of MIUic 
(Acti.·ng) Head 
of Department 
CHAR L ES A . V.'l L 
lLS., A . M. 
instructor in Seima 
KATE V. WOF l'-ORD 
A. B., M.A., PH.D . 
Professor 
of Rural Education 
Head of Depadment 
• 
HARRY J. STEEL 
B.S., A.M. 
Diuctor of Training 
ProfuJor of Education 
GRACE V(EU, 
B.L. 
Referenet Librarian 
AGNES AGNITCH 
Th ird Grade Critic 
Sc/tool38 
M . ME I.VINA SVEC 
,\ .M. 
Critic in Geography 
School of Practice 
WALTER Ii . WEilER. 
D.S., ED.M. 
Instructor il1l!.·leclricity 
GRACE G. IIALI.ARI> 
B.S. 
Fourth Grade Critic 
School 38 
JO H N ~1. TKUR BE R 
A.B.,I' H. D. 
Projessor of English 
Head of Department 
KAT II ERYNE T HDMAS 
WHITr ~:!'I10R E 
A.B., A.M., PH .D. 
AJSislant ProfcsJOr 
of Gtography 
TTtad of Deparlm.ent 
:-.IARY L. DARKER 
Suolld Grade Ct·i/.ic 
School 38 
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LE NA S. D ENEK E 
D. S. 
First Grade Crit1'c 
School 38 
ELLl, N C. MOCK LER 
A.B. 
Second Grade Crit1'c 
School 38 
EDNA L. SIlAW 
Kimlugarlrn Criu'c 
Sclwol38 
MARY J: DOE 
Fourtit Gt'ade Critic 
S chool 38 
CHAlu.on· ,,: M . MOO R E 
Seventh Grade Critic 
Sc"00l38 
M ,\ItION 1' . WAK EMAN 
1l . ~ . 
Six/A Grade Critic 
School 38 
M. ]OSEPur N J! DUIlN EY 
B.S. 
Eightlt Grad( Cri.tl:c 
School 38 
MAllY E. RQIlE llTS 
n.s. 
Fiftlt Grad( Critic 
Sc/wol38 
f 
H AZEl. S. 111.,\ ·rr 
B. S. 
SUlI()grapiur 
(;Ri\CE E. GAT ES 
TAird Grade Cri/.ic 
School 38 
I'RANCES M. RUDE Ll . 
First Grade Crit-ic 
School 38 
MARION A. CL,\ RK 
A.D . 
Fi'nat/cial Sfc relary 
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lIAIUtY W. CURTIN 
s.upcrinlC11dcl1t 
of Grounds (md B1t1Uings 
MABEL B. G ILB E RT 
Cafeteria Diue/ot' 
MILDRED K. PA' ITI 
Stenographer 
ALEEN ACKERMAN 
Afsislant 
1''/1 Ex/elision Department. 
TH ELMA H. CLOGSTON 
B.S. 
Second Grade Critic 
School 38 
JANE EGGLESTON 
B.S. 
ilssistant. RtgiJtrar 
-
JENNIE L. ])[ ADARLO 
Stenographer 
KA THRYN. GRAHAM 
Stnwgmplur 
H I<RTHA s. GANEY 
A.H. , A,M. 
Critic in English and Latin 
School of Practice 
EDNA R. GAIWNER 
Seventh Gt'ade Critic 
School 38 
RUT H GATES 
Sixth Grade Critic 
School 38 
LINA GIELOW 
B.~ . IN ED. 
Eighlh Grade Critic 
School 38 
CAROLINE K. GORD INIER 
B.S. 
Alumni and Placement 
Secretary 
l' AUl.lNE DELAMATEI'.. E[85 
Stenogra.pher 
ETHEL M. A. HANSEN 
1~.N. 
College Nurse 
VIRGINIA B. GRESHAM 
A.H., :M.A. 
Instructor in Art 
GEORGINA S. UASK ILL 
n.s . 
Firsl Grade Critic 
School 38 
INEZ M. KNAPP 
B.S., A.M . 
Fou·tllt Grade Critic 
ScAool of Practice 
F,l.nABETH o . MATSoN 
u.s. 
FiJth. Grade Critic 
School 38 
MURIEL SHOEMAKER 
B.E., M.A. 
Third Grade Critic 
School of Pmctict 
MA lt y R. FONTANA 
B.S. 
.Manager 
oj tltt Co~op Book SIMt 
CHARI.OT MOHHLAU 
B.S. 
Assistant AlaJla.ger 
of Book S/01"( 
MAY HOLLIS SIEG\. 
B.A.,I'H.D. 
Acting P-rojeJSOf 
oj Education 
KATHRyN M. STANLEY 
n.s. IN ED. 
Seve1lth Grade Critic 
School 38 
MARGUERITE STOCKBERGEIl. 
A.B., A.M . 
Critic in History 
und Social Studies 
School of Practice 
AltNOLD R. VERDUIN 
A.B., A.M. , PH.D. 
P1'ojessor oj Sociolugy 
JOHN V. WADSWORTH 
M.D. 
Collegt Physician 
28 
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SENIORS 
SE N lOR 
RAYE CO N RAD 
ROSEMARY SCHULTZ 
EDWARD \\TISE 
WALTER DE LA CY 
CLASS 
De f. {lcy COllrad Schultz 
OFFICERS 
/ViJ( 
PreJidenl 
j/ ice-President 
SeC1'etary 
TreaJu'fn 
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THE C LAS S o F 1 9 3 7 
Four years ago a Cla ss entered State Teachers imbued with a spirit unique in the history of 
the College. Soon this Class is to leave, but the feeli ng of-a job well done and the satisfac tion 
which comes from giv ing the best, softens and provides the cadence necessary to an easy 
parting. 
As Freshmen we quickly adjusted ourselves to our new life and set about to build a "Class 
consciousness)! that was to carry us uni fied through four glorious years of college. 
As Sophomores we Upainted the li ly a-Ia Fred \~Taring" and tunefully WO:1 the Inter-class 
Sing. Not content with this~ we pa raded the gods on "Mount Olympu s" and won the Annual 
Stunt N ight. As a matter of record, each of four years has found O:1e or more sec tions from 
the Class of '37 in first or second place on Stunt Night. 
Our Junior year was sobered somewhat by practice teaching assigllments, yet Stunt Night 
and the Inter-class Sillg again found us in the win column and a Junior Prom was held 
which is sti ll the goal of other classes. 
Now our Senior year is fast drawing to a close. OUf song writers, our· singers ; our play-
wrights, our actors; our athletes and our boosters;- our whole Class- only too well realizes 
this. Our und er-gradu ate da ys are soon ended- Class Si ngs, Stu nt Nights, Junior Proms, 
Senior Balls, Movi ng Up Days, are all fond memories. To t hat degree to which we partici-
pated in these events do we now feel a correspond ing loss, and we ·sing wi th heavy hearts of 
"College days, too soon gone." 
I3accalaureate, Class Day and Graduation gracefu lly conclude oLir stay at State. Yet that 
which State has meant to LIS and that which we have contributed to the t radition and life of 
State will always live in the hearts of the Class of 1937. 
35 
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The c L A s s 
ROSE C. ALAIMO 
I ntermaliate 
n. s. TN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
KIRSTEN Y. ANDERSEN 
R.S. TN EDUCATION 
Kenmore 
ETHEL S. BAGCHUS 
Grammar 
Intermediate 
u.s. IN EDUCATION 
Rochester 
LUCILLE E. BAHM 
f/onte Economics 
B.S. I N HOME ECONOMICS 
Brocton 
KATHLEEN 1. BARBER 
II ome Economics 
n,s. I N HOME ECONOMICS 
Fredonia 
BETTY 1. BARTON 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Newbu rgh 
Grammar 
o F 1 9 3 7 
FRIEDA J. BECK 
I ntermediate 
E.S. IN EDUCATION 
Garden ville 
RUTH BEEBEE 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATIO N 
Buffalo 
JANET E. BENEDICT 
I ntermed·iate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Ransomville 
RITA K. BIRD 
Kindergarten Prima,.y 
B.S. I N EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ALICE E. BRADFORD 
If Ome Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
BufFalo 
MAXINE C. BRISTOW 
37 
I nte,.mediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Sinclairville 
·1 
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The c L A s s 
DOROTHY H. BROWN 
Home Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMTCS 
Lockport 
ELIZAllETH A. CAGE 
J ntennediate 
u. s. I N EDUCATION 
Buffa lo 
ANNE M. CALLAHAN 
I ntermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffa lo 
BLANCHE D. CARREL 
J ntermediate 
B.S. IN EIJUCATION 
Buffalo 
ELIZABETH M. CARTER 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EVUCi\']'JON 
Buffalo 
DOROTHY F. CHAFFEE . 
I ntermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Fulton 
o F 1 9 3 7 
THELMA H. CHASE 
Home Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOM ICS 
Buffalo 
ISABELLE M. CLIFFORD 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EUUCATlON 
Lancaster 
FRANCES D. COSTANTINO 
J ntermediale 
n.s. IN EDUCATION 
Niagara Fa lls 
MARGARET M. COUGHLTN 
Home Economics 
n. s. IN HO ME ECONOMICS 
Buffalo 
EMILY N. CUTLER 
Home Economics 
B . S. IN HOME ECONOMTCS 
Eden 
VIRGINIA M. CZERNIEJEWSKI 
Art 
39 
B.S. TN ART EDUCATION 
Lackawanna 
\ 
The c L A s s 
HELEN M. DAHLGREN 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATiON 
Darien Center 
LEONE M. DALE 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Lockport 
VIRGINIA B. DAMBACH 
B .S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ELLA J. DARGERT 
Grammar 
Grammar 
Intermediate 
B.S. I N EDUCATIO N 
Buffalo 
VERONICA A. DEAN 
I ntermediale 
B .S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
EDITH D. DIERDORF 
I ntermediate 
B.S . IN EDUCATlON 
Tonawan d a 
o F 1 9 3 7 
VIOLA M. DOHRMAN 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
JANE EGGLESTON 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Ashvi lle 
DOROTHY C. EICHHORN 
Grammar 
H ome Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Buffa lo 
ISABEL FITZPATRICK 
B.S. I N EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
GRACE P. FRELING 
Grammar 
H ome Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Westfie ld 
JANE A. FULLER 
Home E conomiCJ' 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOM ICS 
Buffalo 
I 
I 
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The c L A 
GLADYS A. GERRINGER 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Allegany 
ELIZABETH L. GILLETT 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Oakfield 
s s 
Grammar 
Grammar 
1. KATHLEEN GOODRICH 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Warrensburg 
STELLA B. M. GRACE 
B.S . IN EDUCATION 
Niagara Falls 
EVELYN E. GRANT 
Grammar 
Kinderga1'ten Primary 
B.S . IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
MARGARET O. GRAY 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Watertown 
Grammar 
o F 1 9 3 7 
SOPHIA B. GRUSZKA 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Utica 
RUTH F. GUP 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Rochester 
DOROTHY M. GUSTAFSON 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Seneca Falls 
DOROTHY M. HAMM 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Orchard Park 
ELIZABETH HARBISON 
H,S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
DOROTHY M. HARRIS 
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B . S. IN EDUCATION 
Ransomville 
Grammar 
Gl'a'mma1' 
Grammar 
\ 
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The c L A s s 
GERALDINE A. HATTEN 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
MARCELLA D. HAUBER 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
AGNES E. HEALY 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Lockport 
EDITH M. HEWITT 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Le Roy 
VERA E. HILLER 
1 ntermediate 
B.S, IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
FLORENCE H. HINZ 
lIome Economic5 
H.S. IN HOME FCONOMICS 
Shortsville 
44 
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MARJORIE J. HOLLFELDER 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
FLORENCE M. HOMER 
[ nt",mediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
MARGARET G. HORNER 
Intermediate 
B. S, TN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
MARY R. HORNSBY 
Kindergarten Primm'y 
B,S, IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ALMEDA J. HOSKINSON 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
Grammar 
EL VIRA HOSTETTLER 
45 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Orchard Park 
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The c L A s s 
LORRAINE K. HOTH 
Kindergarten Primary 
H.S. IN EDUCATION 
. Orchard Park 
MILDRED 1. HOWELL 
Home Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Watkins Glen 
ELEANOR R. HUGHES 
Intermediate 
H.S. IN EDUCATION 
Lockport 
CALISTA J. HURD 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Flint, Michigan 
ALMA A. IVANCIC 
Grammar 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
13uffalo 
KATHLEEN M. JACOBS 
B.S. TN EDUCATION 
Niagara Falls 
Grammar 
o F 1 9 3 7 
MARGARET C. KANE 
Intermediate 
B.S, IN EDUCATiON 
Buffalo 
ISABELLE F. KARNES 
I ntnmediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo ' 
RUTH D. KATHER 
Intermediate 
B.S . IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
LENORE KEMP 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
Grammar 
ETHEL M. KING 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
RUTH E. KING 
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Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Niagara Falls 
I 
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MARGARET R. KOTAN 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
DANILA M. KOWAL 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ALICE C. KUMMER 
Intermediate 
B.S. TN EDUCATION 
Hamburg 
ANNA E. KUNTZ 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Tonawanda 
IRENE A. LAEMMERHIRT 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
JUNE T. LAIER 
110me Economics 
n.s. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Buffalo 
o F 1 9 3 7 
ELEANOR S. LARE 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Hamburg 
NINA D. LAURICELLA 
Kindergarten Primary 
H.S, IN EDUCATIO N 
Buffalo 
WILMA LAUX 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
North Tonawanda 
PHYLLIS L. LAZERSON 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
RITA L. LENNON 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
RUTH G. LONG 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
49 
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ANNA LOOMIS 
Intermediate 
n,s. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
HELEN M. MACKEY 
I nterrnediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
JEAN E. MAGUIRE 
Grammm' 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
HAZEL K. MAPES 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ANNA L. MARKS 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Kenmore 
Grammar 
KATHERINE B. MARSH 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Kenmore 
50 
o F 1 9 3 7 
DORIS 1. MATTESON 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
DORIS L. MATTHEWS 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Mannsville 
Grammm' 
MARTHA R. MAYER 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
MARY E. McCOY 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Lockport 
HELEN L. McLANE 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Dansville 
DOROTHY 1. McLAREN 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Niagara Falls 
51 
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HARRIET E. McMILLAN 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
Grammar 
JOSEPHINE M. MERCURIO 
K·indergarten Primary 
B,S, IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
MARION E. MERGENTHALER 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Mohawk 
I<.QSEL YN C. MEYERS 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
MARJORIE E. MILIUS 
Kindergarten Primary 
B,S, IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ANNA RUTH MORRILL 
Intermediate 
n,s. IN EDUCATION 
Lockport 
52 
o F 1 9 3 7 
ELEANOR M. MURRAY 
Home Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Springville 
ELIZABETH MURRAY 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
Gramtna'r 
ELEANOR P. MYERS 
lIome Economics 
B.S. TN HOME ECONOMICS 
Youngstown 
ALICE M. NEFF 
Home Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Williamsville 
FRANCES A. NEVILLE 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Eden 
EVELYN E. NICOUD 
53 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Niagara Falls 
I 
II 
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TSAREL L. NOONAN 
Home Economics 
B.S . IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Buffalo 
RUTH E. OAKES 
Home Economics 
B . S, IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Black River 
MARGARET M.O'BRIAN 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ELLEN K. O'BRIEN 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Lancaster 
MARIE T. O'CONNOR 
Grammar 
Grammar 
Kindergarten Primary 
B,S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
MARJORIE G. O'CONNOR 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Lockport 
54 
o F 1 9 3 7 
ANTOINETTE J. OGUALORO 
Intermediate 
B . S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
A. RUTH OLSON 
Home Economics 
B . S. IN HOME ECONOM ICS 
Niagara Falls 
AMALIA L. ONODY 
Gramrnar 
B.S . IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
BLANCHE E. PACK 
Home Economics 
n.s. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Brooklyn 
IRENE H. PALMER 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Angola 
SHIRLEY E. PASSAGE 
55 
n.s . IN EDUCATION 
Niagara Falls 
Grammar 
Grammar 
\ 
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GRACE C. PERRY 
K inderga·rten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Ruffalo 
BEATRICE L. PETERSON 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
JANE E. PETTIT 
If ome Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Lockport 
BErry J. PFEIFFER 
Intermediate 
H.S. I N EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
MARY A. PIERCE 
l ntermediale 
B. S. IN EDUCATION 
Ilion 
VIRGINIA E. POUTIE 
B.S . IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
Grammar 
o F 1 9 3 7 
MARGARET Z. POWERS 
I-Iome Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
West Bloomfield 
JEANETTE L. PUTNAM 
Gramm.ar 
B. S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
DORA A. REED 
11 orne Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Buffalo 
LORETrA E. REGAN 
I nterm,diate 
B.S. I N EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ELIZABETH V. RENNICK 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ETHEL M. REYNOLDS 
57 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Hamburg 
Grammar 
\ 
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MARY E. RICHARDSON 
Home Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Bath 
ELLA M. ROHER 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
LOIS A. ROOD 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Batavia 
DOROTHY A. RUESCH 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
FERN M. RYER 
Grammar 
Grammar 
K indetgarten Primary 
B.S . IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
HARRIET A. SCHARLOCK 
Home Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Buffa lo 
o F 1 9 3 7 
HELEN R. SCHIFLA 
Kindergarten Primary 
B,S. IN EDUCATION 
Lancaster 
ELMA C. SCHOCK 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ROSEMARY W. SCHULTZ 
Home Economic5 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Buffalo 
MARTHA A. SCHUNKE 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Sardinia 
Grammar 
JEANNE SICHERMAN 
Intermediate 
B,S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
JANET SLACER 
59 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
Grammar 
\ 
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MARGARET C. SMITH 
Intermediate 
H.S. IN EDUCATION 
Medina 
BARBARA SPENCER 
n.s. IN EDUCATION 
Kenmore 
HELEN C. STECK 
Grammar 
Intermediate 
B.S . IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
AMELIA o. STEFFENHAGEN 
Intermediate 
H. S. IN EDUCATION 
Machias 
DOROTHEA 1. SULLIVAN 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Dolgeville 
MARY J. STRAND 
Home Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Jamestown 
60 
o F 1 9 3 7 
MARY LOUISE J. SULLIVAN 
Intermediate 
B.S . I N EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
H. MARJORIE SWAIN 
Kindergarten Primary 
B . S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
LOIS JANE TERRY 
Kindergarten Primary 
D.S. IN EDUCATION 
lluffalo 
HOPE A. THOMSON 
n.S. IN EDUCATION 
Warsaw 
RITA M. THURSTON 
Grammar 
I ntermed·iate 
B.S. TN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
MILDRED M. TINGLER 
flame Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Ebenezer 
\ 
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MARGARET E. TOBY 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Lindley 
EUGENIA M. TRENT 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
NINA M. TROWBRIDGE 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Clarence 
MIRIAM TUMPOSKY 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. I N EDUCATION 
Utica 
ROSEMARY A. UPHILL 
H ome Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Batavia 
MARY H. WALTON 
B. S. I N EDUCATION 
Niagara Falls 
Grammar 
62 
I 
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o F 1 9 3 7 
FRANCES L. WEBER 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ESTHER L. WERNER 
B,S. IN EDUCATION 
Niagara Falls 
ELIZABETH T. WEST 
Grammar 
H ome Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Chazy 
RUTH E. WESTENFELDER 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
G1'am,mar 
CAROL YN L. WHITELOCK 
H ome Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMTCS 
BufFalo 
ETHEL M. WILSON 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
I 
I 
I , 
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ANNA E. WITrIG 
Home Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Buffalo 
JEANE1TE O. WOJTOWICZ 
Intermediate 
H,S. rN EDUCATION 
lluff'alo 
MELBA I-I. YIENGST 
J ntermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
13ufFalo 
DORIS B. YUHL 
flome Economics 
B.S. IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Buff'alo 
, 
MARY E. ZERBY 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Batavia 
• 
The CLASS OF 1937 
MICHAEL BALWAN 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Victor 
LEROY J. 13ECKER 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
13uff'alo 
LEWIS 13. BLACK 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Geneseo 
SHERWOOD BOWKER 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
West Falls 
WILLIAM B. BRADLEY 
Grammar 
Grammar 
Grammar 
Grammar 
General Industrial 
D,S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ANTHONY J. BRAUN 
65 
Gennal Industrial 
B.S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
13 uffal 0 
Iii 
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GEORGE W. BRIGHTON 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
PAUL J. BRUCATO 
n,s, iN EDUCATION 
Niagara Falls 
s s 
Grammar 
Grammar 
DONALD L. CHAMPAGNE 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
PAUL E. COLEMAN 
B.S. TN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
FRANCIS M. CONRAD 
Grammar 
Intermediate 
B.S, IN EDUCATIO N 
North Tonawanda 
RA YE H. CONRAD 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
66 
o F 1 9 
LEWIS E. COOK 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Gainesville 
WAYNE D. COVERT 
B .S. IN EDUCATION 
Romulus 
WALTER J. DELACY 
3 7 
Grammar 
Grammar 
General Industrial 
B.S. IN IND USTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Depew 
ANTHONY J. DELPOPOLO 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
LEO V. DUSTMAN 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
WESLEY E. EBERLE 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
Grammar 
Grammar 
G1'ammar 
, I 
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CHAR LES W. ERNST 
Gen,,·al Industrial 
B.S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Buffa lo 
ROBERT J. FITZGERALD 
D.S. IN EDUCATION 
Dunkirk 
HARVEY J. FOX 
B.S, TN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
WILLIAM A. FRANK 
Grammm' 
Grammar 
General I ndustrial 
n.s. IN "INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ISRAEL GOLDWATER 
U,S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
THOMAS A. GOODMAN 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
Grammar 
Grammar 
68 
·1 
o F 1 9 3 7 
CARYL G. HEDDEN 
Intermediate 
B,S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
JAMES C. HOLFELNER 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ARTHUR R. JUilENVILLE 
Gene·r at [nd us trial 
B.S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Brockport 
EDWARD J. KEWIN 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Rochester 
NORMAN KOHN 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
PHILIP LAFORNARA 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
Granltnar 
Grammar 
Grammar 
\ 
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ALBERT C. LINDEMANN 
General Industrial 
B.S. IN INDUSTRI AL ARTS EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ELMER E. MARTIN 
General Industrial 
B,S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
GEORGE W. McGINNIS 
General Industrial 
B.S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Poughkeepsie 
JOHN E. MEASER 
Art 
B.S. IN ART EDUCATION 
Williamsville 
HOWARD G. MILLER 
B.S . IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
WILLIAM B. J. MILLER 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
Grammar 
Grammar 
70 
o F 1 9 3 7 
WILBUR A. MORGENFELD 
General 1 nduJtrial 
B . S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Ebenezer 
GORDON F. MOSHER 
B.S. TN EDUCATION 
Watertown 
EDWARD A. ORGEK 
Grammar 
General Industrial 
B.S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
THOMAS D. PAOLUCCI 
General Industrial 
B.S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS E D UCAT ION 
Buffalo 
O. K. PRENTICE 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Jamestown 
Grammar 
JOHN F. QUINLIVAN 
71 
General Industrial 
B.S . IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Buffa lo 
I 
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ALAN J. RAMM 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ASBURY REYNOLDS 
B .S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
s s 
Grammar 
Grammar 
BENJAMIN A. ROSENTHAL 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Rochester 
WILLIAM J. SCHNEIDER 
Grammar 
General Industrial 
B.S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
EDWARD H. SEMPERT 
General f ndustrial 
B.S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
GEORGE R. SHERRIE 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Kenmore 
Grammm' 
72 
o F 1 9 
CARL STFKOWITZ 
B.S , IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
HARRY SPURR 
3 7 
Grammal' 
Gmeral Industrial 
B.S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Jamestown 
ALOIS J. DWYER (Suchocki) 
General Industrial 
. 
B.S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
EDWARD C. SUSAT 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Batavia 
GLENN E. THOMPSON 
73 
B.S. IN EDUCATIO N 
Buffalo 
Grammar 
Grammar 
\ 
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RA YMOND C. VOGHT 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
EDWIN C. W AGENBLASS 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Warsaw 
Grammar 
Grammar 
13ERNARD A. W AMBSGANSS 
General Industrial 
B.S. IN I NDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
EDWARD WISE 
General Industrial 
B.S. IN I NDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
DAVID ZWICK 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Rochester 
Grammar 
74 
JOSEPHINE R. ALEXANDER 
Intermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Syracuse 
ELIZABETH J. ALLEN 
Grammar 
B.S. I N EDUCATION 
Herkimer 
CHARLES D. BECKER 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Maridale 
75 
LEICESTER H. BENTON 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDVCATION 
EUNICE M. BOWELL 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
BERNICE M. CARTWRIGHT 
Kindergarten Primary 
B,S. IN EDUCATION 
SENIORS 
I3EATRICE COHEN 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
MARY P. COOK 
Art 
B.S. IN ART EDUCATION 
Rochester 
GERTRUDE M. FARRELL 
Art 
B.S. IN ART EDUCATION 
JACK C. FosTm 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Niagara Falls 
LOU ISE GRIFFEN 
Kindergarten Primary 
u.s. IN EDUCATION 
ELIZABETH ]. HANSEN 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
ARTHUR HARBISON 
General l ndustrial 
B.S. IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
VELMA HEIMAN 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
ALETHE S. HORTON 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
HARRIET M. LAUER 
Intermediate 
8.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
EDITH A. LAWLESS 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Kenmore 
IRENE A. LEVENDOSKI 
Grammar 
B.S. TN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
EDITH M. MANTER 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
'\ 
E RNEST A. OWEN 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Barryville 
HARRY C. PARKER 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Buffalo 
SENIORS 
IVIARION E. PHILLIPS 
Kindergarten Primary 
B,S, IN EDUCATION 
BERTHA NI. Russo 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Roy M. SCHUMAKER 
Intermediate 
U.S. IN EDUCATION 
E ast Aurora 
MARJORIE M. STEENWORTH 
K indeTgarten Primary 
B,S. IN EDUCATION 
Wellsv ill e 
REX M. WIEST 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Wellsville 
MEMl3ERS OF EXTENSION COURSES 
MARY A. BRODERICK 
1 ntermediate 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
ESTHERMAE CLARK 
Intermediate 
B,S. IN EDUCATION 
MARY L. DARKER 
K inde.rgarten Primary 
u.s. IN EDUCATION 
JOSEPH C. FLYNN 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
YIOLA M. FORSTER 
Grammar 
B,S, IN EDUCATION 
IDA FRANTZ 
K indergatten Pr-lmary 
B.S. I N EDUCATION 
EVA GOLD 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. I N EDUCATION 
RUTH GRAMPP 
U.S. IN EDUCATION 
CLEMENTINE M. LOMBARDO 
lmermediate 
ll .S. IN EDUCATION 
EULALIE M. MACEY 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
MI LDRED MUNDT 
Grammar 
B,S, IN EDUCATION 
NAJ-IOMA ROSENllLUM 
1 ntrrmediate 
B ,S, IN ED UCATION 
MARY E. SHAPINE 
Kindergarten Primary 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
MAllEL L. WINEFORD 
Grammar 
B.S. IN EDUCATION 
• 
, 
SENIOR CLASS COUNCIL 
F OuRTH Row: iV/uuer, PaHage, Regall, Betty Jlurray, Hedden 
TIHRD Row : Cha1l!pagll t , Myers, Zerby, Nicoud, Scharlock, Orgek 
SECOND Row: Fox, Tl'rt"y, AfatlesoN, Gup, Barton, Hughes, Coleman, Goldwater 
hHST Row: Wise, Eleanor Murray, Mr. Fretz, Conrad, Schultz, DeLacy 
RAYE CONRAD 
EDWARD WISE 
CLASS OFFICERS 
WALTER DELACY 
ROSEMARY SCHULTZ 
PERMANENT ALUMNI SECRETARY 
MARY E. ZERBY 
FACULTY ADVISORS 
MISS CATHERINE REED MR. RAYMOND FRETZ 
'AT ALTER DELACY 
HARVEY Fox 
EVELYN NrconD 
RUTH GuP 
WILMA LAUX 
EDWARD ORGEK 
PHILIP LAFORNARA 
77 
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN 
BETTY MURRAY 
EDWARD ORGEK 
LORETTA REGAN 
ELIZABETH BARTON 
EDWARD WISE 
SECTION CAPT A INS 
GLENN THOMPSON 
MARY RICHARDSON 
SHIR LEY PASSAGE 
HARRIET SIlARLOCK 
ISRAEL GOLDWAT I':R 
DONALD CHAMPAGNE 
FRED NIEASER 
ELEANOR MURRAY 
RUTH FISCHER 
\ 
COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
GEORGE SHERRIE 
RUTH BERG 
THOMAS GOODMAN 
ETHEL REYNOLDS 
BETTY MURRAY 
WALTER DELACY 
WILLIAM BRADLEY 
ROSEMARY UPHILL 
MARGARET O'BRIAN 
RUTH GuP 
MARY E. RICHARDSON 
SHIRLEY PASSAGE 
HOWARD MILLER 
ELMER MARTIN 
FINANCE 
LUCILLE BAHM 
NINA TROWBRIDGE 
CLASS DAY 
ANNA Lou MARKS 
VIRGINIA CZERNIEJEWSKI 
LUCILLE BAHM 
SENIOR BALL 
ANNETTE KENNEDY 
GERALDINE HATTEN 
MARY RICHARDSON 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
WILLIAM MILLER 
ISABEL KARNES 
CAP AND GOWN 
ELEANOR MYERS 
MOVING-UP DAY 
EDWARD WISE 
ISRAEL GOLDWATER 
PAUL BRUCATO 
COLOR AND FLOWER 
GERALDINE HATTEN 
SONG AND MUlTO 
FREDERIC MEASER 
GIFT 
B ARBARA SPENCER 
LOYALTY FUND 
JANE PERSON 
ALBERT BROWN 
MARY COOK 
ALBERT LINDEMANN 
HOWARD MILLER 
ISRAEL GOLDWATER 
LORETTA REGAN 
WILLIAM SCHNEIDER 
MARGARET HORNER 
PHILIP LAFORNARA 
MARGARET TOBY 
MIRIAM TUMPOSKY 
VIRGINIA POUTIE 
ALICE NEFF 
FRANCIS CONRAD 
p 
{ 
JUNIORS 
i p 
JUNIOR C LAS S 
\ 
Phillippi Sluidot/. Ha~llJul Ebutnt1n 
OFFICERS 
PAUL EUERMAN President 
JOSEPHINE PHILLIPPI J? ice-Pre sidenl 
WILLIAM SHELDON Treasure1' 
R UTH A. I-IAENS1.EL Secreta.ry 
80 
NI NTH Row : /Jg/ey, Btlckus, B(llJ(I~h. Bauman, Biak~, Bligh, Boo/.h, Borlh, RJwtry. Brayma:l , Br:JWII, B :ull. Burl~y, 
Burlillgame, BU'fJ/s , Burlon, But/ft, II . Campbell, /., Campbeil. Clune/L. 
EIGHTH Row: Cheney, Cla1'k, Colby, Colt, Cooley, (.ornwdl, Craf t, CUlig, CI'QwjM-d, CII?IWl i UJ, Cn llwillghmn., Dauicr-
man, De Brey?u, Die/rich, Dom!/!!, Don'nelly, Dopp, Duffett, Dullweiler, libtl'mall. 
SEVENTH Row: Elliott, Elsworth; F!lbiat/., Fe1l1rlio, F('Ilske, Fields, Finn. Fish, Fi.Jhcr, Flied, Ford, Frank, Cammack , 
Gazlay, GlasJer, Coliber, Goodmall, Gree1l, Gron, GrOHman. 
S I XTH Row: JIamrul, lIallorall, Handy, Hatem, !leinold, J-Iei'llt 'L, Heist, He!.'lrom, flmdlt1', Hi.'1I1'Y, Herrman, Hill, 
Hoffman, Holln/beck, lIomer, Hudson, H ItciJpith, C. flumphrey, 1:;. Kelly, K elly. 
FIFTH Row: Kenyon, KilcoY1te, Ki~'ilift:lder, Knapp, KOH/LI111a, J.(.0zltb, KrcbJ, Kupfer , -,,(l.1Ip l/(a r, Lt'117., Lindstrom, 
Locey, Lombardo, L1lJJOW, L1ttWl1ck, Al(~gargt:l, l11apl!J, klart1Jl, .!.liatluwJOl1, ilia/unk. 
FOURTH Row: A-hltli'llg, llfcGu, McLal~ghli 'l/, MilLer, :Hot.Jt, E. Morgan, 1'. Morgan, 1.liorris, Nigro, Ob,'{, Paydt, 
Patten, P WfSOll, Per01ta, R. 11. Pewy, R. Perry , Pt"Uil, F. PkiIl1'ppi, j. Philli ppi, Pierce . 
THIRD Row: Pikus, Ponder, Popp, Pou nd, Prohaska, Rap..." -RuSt., RUiJu, Rl'iti, Reist, Richa rds, Roo ney, Rounberg, 
RUSJ, .Sager, Sallach , SalllS01!, Sa lthonl, Schardl., ScMule. 
Sf-CON D Row : Schlenker, Schultz, Scllwatukamp, S hr(lder, Smead, Spurr, S tabell, Slrullk , Studir.r, S uganlwII, Sweitzer, 
1'al/mall , Thomas, 1'eiper, 1'i/ldllll, Toby, TurflCT, Ullrich , f/011 //rsdale, Vall ViMk. 
F I RST Row: f/oght, Y on Plus, W agttur, Waiter, W (llker, W alf" , W ood, W oodruff, Wyatt, Zell. 
JUN I ORS WITHOUT PICTURES 
BERGMAN K NJ\I'I' NEUMANN SCAl.r 
J3rx BY KOLM E1. OZARD SCHRADER 
DOLE K OU KAL PELLl CANO SCUl.l.Y 
Du ROCHER M ,H'V IA PERSO N SEMON 
H ANRATTY M CG OV ERN PORT ER SHELDON 
HARVEY Mc i NTYR E, M. F. ROB ERTS SHLLlNGHR 
McINTYRIi, M. U. R OHMER T OBER 
H OLl.WAY MICIIAE L SAMSON TRIMP ER 
KA UTH WASS 
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\ THE C LAS S OF 193 8 
The first class of "guinea pigs" which the College has ever known is the Class of 1938. This 
group has patiently borne every attempt at experimentation which the administration has 
inflicted upon them and is ready to endure still more for the cause of educational progress. 
That the experiment has thus far been a success is attested to by-their many achievements 
attained during the year 1936-37. Encoll raged by a notable class spirit, the Juniors surpa-ssed 
all other classes in the Inter-Class Sing, and won the banner which they hope to recapture 
next year. 
The Junior Prom, held December 20, in the ballroom of the Consistory, was an event long 
to be remembered by all who attended. The members of the class who served on the various 
committees for this affair are to be com tnended for their successful efforts . 
January examinations over, half of the class began their practice teaching, the test of the 
two-and-a-half year experiment which began with their admission as freshmen in 1934. 
These Juniors had an advantage o':,cr all preceding groups of practice teachers in that they 
had spent eight hours a week during the nrst semester participating in teaching activities 
at the School of Practice. 
As an added advantage, their background in the subject matter of the elementary grades 
has been improved by their attendance at remedial classes in these sLlbjects, Critic teachers 
recognized their teaching ability and these Juniors give promise of being very successful in 
their chosen work. Th is half of the class has set a precedent for the others to follow and there 
is every indication that they will be just as fortunate as their colleagues. 
Moving-Up Day brought the "guinea pigs" one step nearer graduation and nearer the 
culmination of fOLIr years spent as material for ed ucational _experimentation . 
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SOPHOMORES 
r 
if 
SOPHOMORE C LAS S 
\ 
Ollody Mm'ill 
OFFICERS 
EDWAR D ONODY Prnidenl 
BEVERLY Ji' ISHER f/ ice-President 
KENNETH EDMUNDS 1'reasw'l'1' 
BETfV MEHRILL Secretary 
TENTH Row : Ackroyd, IlLbrigllt. A'lldcrS011, AJhtcy , /lSi , Illki-ns, Baker, BMker, Barrrr.l.l 'llw1., B(/.;r.tu, Berma1l, Rohm, 
Brod'y, A. Browlt , D. HI'OW 'II, R. Brown, Bruna, Buckley, Huttls, CaUahan, 
NINTH Row: CaHren" Carr, Cat'lel', Casey, Cepul'o, Clu ne'.>', Clark, Conrad, COllJidi1U, r.rmlt', Cortright, 'Co1tghlin, 
Cl'ocuston, Dahlqu ist., D'Alba, Davin, Deazley, DnnbowJ'ki, Dobony, Dolk. 
EIGH TH. Row: Dombl'owsh, D01Wld.I01<, Dor'll/eld, Doy!t, D1·(I.(l, Dfi n/(Wllttr, Dugg(/.1I , Dzurellda, Eagin, Ed-m'undf, 
Ehm.an, Elliott, Engel/umb, EpaVCIJ, Ftll l/ell, n. FiJli.cr, ]:". Fisher, FLam'gan, FOfbrl'g, Cach . 
SEVE NTH l~ow: Garda/!, GlwJon, Getacl', Creell r. , Grinei, llagen, lIagr.rty, !fanny, l1(lfh'Y, Harris, /[erman, Hewitt, 
Hiller, Hillery, Ifoepjinger, Horn. How'ilia", ffuey, ffuglus, ja.·n-iJ. 
SIXTH Row: j epfMt, j erge, Jo/wswn, Kakook, Kavanagh, K eistet", Kerwil1 , Kick, Kitnph/./ld, Kingston, K inzie, 
Ki,cluneyer, Koeppell, Kotula, Krama, K1Hltz, Latt? , Leary, Lee, Leali. 
Fw rH Row: Leimer, L~...v is , Link, L£ppke, Lorich, Low, Ludwig, llIa/e, Maloney, lfaritl1lcci, Martill, Mrlfloralw, 
Maroin, Mason, Matlern, Mayer, McDollald, Mcil1alwn, Meyers, Miller. 
F OU RTH Row: .""h sscrt, D. l11oore , ,14. il -fool'e, !11um11lCft. l1h'us, NOOliOlI, O'Connor, O'DO/llltll, O'Reilly, OJborlle, 
Pmu~J)allg, Peck, Pemltr, Perine, Pe/us, Phelps, Phillips, Pialak, P1'erct, l'lt't:.ker. 
THIRD Row ~ POhi1lt01/ , Price, Ray. Ret-'h, Reynolds, RicA, Rorn, ROH, Rost, Rutsclt, Rytut, R'.>,Nerl, Saari, Samson. 
Schieder, S cllIuider, ScI,olr., Scltreiller, Scott, Scrimshaw. 
SECOND Row: Seibert, Short, Sikonki, Sillcinir , Sitlger, Skidmore, Rt!l1e Smiih, Rita Sm il/&, f/. Smith, SO/01ll011, 
Spadinger, Spollr, Siule, StOtU, Stricklat/d, Strong , S;;afron, S;;ymalUki, 1'uhaar. T lwm. 
F IRST Row: T ho'lIlaJ, ThompsolI, TUf1ur, Urban , f/aiaJlCt!, f/an Dyke, f/doUt , W agner, Webrl', If/ellul, fYCfp, 
Wlt-iIe/ack, Wieland, Wi/fOn, WiU tu01I, 'Filler, IJIrt'nt'h,- Wright. 
SOPHOMORES 
ADAMS 
ALBllECHTSON 
SARLI 
8,,'ITAGLIA 
HECK 
131TI"E lti\lAN 
BORTH 
CADRO 
CARBARY 
CARNEY 
CHArMAN 
C U MMINGS 
J)A VI S 
D IGESA IW 
D OOLEY 
DUSENBURY 
ENE" 
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E IlLIN 
FELSINGER 
FRIED 
FRrr"J'ON 
F U RI.,\NL 
GAI'FNEY 
HARR IS HUURG 
HILL 
KIm. 
KE LSEY 
Kf.N DA LL 
KI ESEL 
KItE(;EN. 
KR EIS, HUE N 
KREIS. HEN RY 
L EVINKIND 
Lnm 
NOT IN PICTURES 
MCCARD 
:vtARTIN, V. 
McLAUGHLIN 
f\"IEGER 
MERRILL 
NEWMAN 
O'LEAI{Y 
ONODY 
P U LE O 
RANGER 
R OUSSE LU: 
Ru r l' 
R USSEL L 
SAIlROGA 
SANI'OIlD 
SeH liNK 
SCHNU RST .. : I N 
SEN(,BUSCH 
SIEMANKOWSKI 
S I MON 
S IZE 
SMITH, N. 
SODUTZE R 
STACK 
SYKACUSE 
TH OMA S, S. 
Tos ~:rro 
TRAVERS 
V Rm.1AN 
WEIFFENBAC H 
WILKS 
WINKELMAN 
WOODCOCK 
\ 
THE C LAS S OF 1939 
Two down and two to go- receiving the So ph ball from the illustrious IIGu inea Pigs," the 
phalanx of the new curriculum, the Class of 1939 also cou rageously bucked its way through 
rcmedials, comprehensives, acadern ic requirements, and extra-curricular activities. 
\Vc Sophomores take pleasure in congratulating the Freshmen upon their splendid attitude 
toward all concerned during 'II-laze" week, and their excellent orientation during the past 
year to the social and scholastic life of our campus. It is our belief that we have succeeded 
in bringing up a class th is year that will not only be instrumental in fur thering the prestige 
of the College, but one t hat will be ably qualified to train the neophytes of 1941. 
During the year the "sophisticated" Sophs made claim for college honors through their 
participation in dramatics, music, publications, debating, fraternal orders, and women's 
and men's ath letics. Every phase of S. T. S. life has been directly inAuenced and deeply 
colored by t he personali ty an d achievements ohhe class of 1939. 
Sophisticated Sophomores! We are no more! We have already passed the half-way mark of 
our college life, and are now being slowly evolved into the blissful but more ignorant atmos-
phere that surrounds a "wise" Junior. 
As "wise" Juniors, may we look back upon our Frosh and So ph years and sincerely thank 
our Alma Mater for the good times, the worthwhile experiences, and the educational oppor-
tunities that she has so generously extended to us of 1939. 
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FRESHMEN 
, 
t L 
FRESHMAN C LA S S 
\ 
SclUlSser llonne!! Upton Asbury 
OFFICERS 
RALPH UPTON President 
THOMAS ASBURY Vice-President 
HAZEL BONNELL Secretary 
JOHN SCHASSER Treasurer 
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SEVENTII Row: .'hquard, .rlltem, Alt, / . Alldcryon, /!J-bury , Barber, Bt:al, Recktr, HC1tlling, BcrliIL, Blake, Blakely, 
Bodkin, BO'll1uil, Bra'nicki, Brei/weisa, Brice, Brierly, J. Burke, Y. Burke 
SIXTH Row: Burrill, Bush, Cage, Carmml, Chad, Chalmers, CkitdreJ'J, Cinn, Clark. CliulO"lI, Cluff, Corbin, Corcoran, 
Crandall, Cranston, Curry, DeAfarclti, Dessert, Dittmer, DomHis 
FIFTH Row: Rddy, Rkes, Feltr, Finn, Firestone, FisAa, Fisher, Fix, FleckmJtei"H, Foley, Frawley, Fry, FuAr, Gaver, 
Gerber, GibmH, Gilliat, Girad, Goeppner, Granato 
FOURTH Row: Grapn, Grazier, Griffin, Groth, Hammel, f1eirnbuq,er, !ios, Hickey, Hill, Hotaling, Hubbard, Humphrey, 
['/JeTson, jOit.M, Kabel, Kackas, Kniffi:lt, Kovalcih., Lai1"d, [.amm 
T[{[RD Row: Langman/Lewandowski, Liddle, Lindenbaum, Lobaugh, [.ockwood, Lowt', llfa/wJley, Mallue, 1.1fallni'1li!" 
Mat·tin, McBn·de, Mc1:.'lItire, iHilitello, p, Miller, Murphy, C. Nichols, .f. Nichols, Ols'Wwka, O'Neill 
SECOND Row: Passage, Pfeiffer, Pickup, Pinto, Pipct", Poole, Popp, Poria, Quinlan, Rawe, Reid, Ressing, Robinsoll, 
Rombough, Root, Sfl1urwein, ScAasset·, SeAmanke, Schmidt, 1, Sch.ool 
FIRST Row: Sexton, Smalley, Smith, Snedecor, Spear, Stack, Straight, Strebe, Sullivall, Thompson, Tillou, Ueci, 
Upto·n, Vm.Brunt, Welch, Widrig, Wingenbach, Wovkulich 
F R E S H M E N N 0 T I N P I C T U R E S 
Abrams Deringis Kilcoyne Mioducki Salisbury Thomas 
Alexander Dimasi Kinslev Monan Sato Tierney 
Alfano Dodson Klawitter l' .... lorin Schaeffer Tothill 
ABcn Dorchak Kluga Moser Scheuerman T ruesdale 
Anderson, H. Drew Knack Munich SchoH, M. Tucker 
Axlerod Durlak LaB ue Murello Schoonover T ully 
Hailey Ellis Lampka Needham, D. Schlie Vandercher 
I3aldwin !<:scheIman Lappin Needham, M. Schulmeister Vaughan 
I3arrett Eva ns l.a rrabee Neuschel Schultz Vincent 
Baruch Feder Lawless Newman Sdlussler Viox 
Beier Feltz Leahy Nyitrai Schwanekamp Vogel 
Bell Flemming Lederer O'Brien Schwartz, A, Wagner 
Bergman Flier! Lee Oleniaez Schwartz, J. Walker 
Hi ckel Fuhrmann Leising O' Nei ll Seitz Webb 
Bokus Garner Liddle Place Senf Weber 
Bollard Grantham Liermo Price Smirh, A. Welch, G. 
Borchard Greenberg LoMaglio PritchiLn\ Smith, C. Welch, M. 
Breck Guthrie Lottes Puhl Snedecor Wiese 
Bruwn, J. Hall Lubow Ray Snetsky Wightman 
Brown, R. Halton Lyon Ra:,rch Snyder Wilger 
Hurau Harris McArdle Richardson Speer Wilhite 
Hurlinga me Hartm;m i\1 cCartan Rindell Spring Wilson 
Caplin I-I askell Mclaughlin Ritzenthaler St.achO\vicz Witte 
Carland , layman MaGuire Roberts, G. Steffen Woeppel, A. 
Ciesie1ska Hetzel Manning Robinson Steinsholt. V.,'oeppel, M, 
Ciszek Hoffm <l tl Martene Rolf Stephenson vVolslcy 
Clarke Hoolihan Marrin Ro~a Stulberg vVoo1cott 
Clements Hoskins May Ross Sullivan Wysocki 
Cook Juhnstun Messing ROll selle Sutter Yngve 
Coppola Jones Meyer Ruben Sweeney Zabkowski 
CoX" Kaull Mii!er, J. Rubens Sweetapp\c Zcder 
Culligan Keat.in g Miller. M. Runnerstrom Tanner Zollitscb 
Curran Kennedy Milofsky Ruskowski Te1schow 
\ 
L 
C LAS S OF 1940 
Freshman Camp, Freshman Daze, Faculty-Freshman Tea, and the class of 1940 was well 
under way. 
Winning the Frosh-Soph tug-of-war was the nrst victory for this class of '4-0. Then Ray 
Porter and Rog Rawe placed second and third in the Annual Inter-Class Cross Country Run. 
True, Inter-Class Sing found the freshman "on the shelf," despite the efforts of Bob Bollard 
and Johnny Nichols, but the Christmas Play saw them well represented; and when the 
Home Economics' freshman, directed by Helen Zeder, won second prize on Stunt Nite with 
"Time Jeeps On," the whole college joined tn pronounctng the class of '4-0 one of the liveliest; 
most ambitious, and most energetic in the history of State. Right after Stunt N ite came the 
Spring Concert, and the Junior \~7omen's Glee Club, led by Jean Clark, took an active part. 
In addition to the runners, the class of '40 has other fine athletes. Ray Porter and William 
Murphy were on the Varsity Soccer Tearn; Louis Rosa, Paul Miller, and Sam Munich on the 
Varsity Basketball Team; Tom Tierney, Peter McCartan, Jerry Klawitter, Francis Schoon-
over, and Roger Rawe on the Swimming Team. 
Among the class representatives on the Record staff are: Freddie "the freshman" Rubens, 
art; A. Morton Raych-, rewriter; William Kackas, sports; Annette Cion and Betty Barber, 
literary. Kackas, Cinn and Barber are ELMS staff" members also. 
The social calendar for the year included the Soph-Frosh party, Faculty-Freshman Recep-
tion, Freshman party and the Pan Hellenic tea for the Freshman co-eds. 
Now is the time to speak of the Honor Roll, lest it he thought that the class of '40 is a class 
of extra-curricular participators only. The first semester found t\venty-three freshmen 
listed, with Esther Becker as their highest representative. And the class of '40 ranked 
B. S. T. C. third among thirty-nine teachers' colleges in the country in this year's testing 
program! Not just another freshn1an class, but an outstanding freshman class, led by Ralph 
Upton, Tommy Asbury; Bonnie Bonnell, and Johnny Schasser. 
The Class of 1940 wishes to express its apprectation through the ELMS, to the faculty, the 
Junior counsellors, and all others at State who helped to make '36-'37 a firm foundation for 
the years to come. 
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SOCIETIES 
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FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES 
"The real basis of the fraternal system in America is the fraternal bond of union, uniting 
the members together in a common cause for mutual beneficial purposes." 
To a lower classmall at State, newly elected to a fraternity or sorority comes the happy 
experience of realizing the significance of these words. A cross section of college life in the 
four classes is presented to him in the members who have become at once fraternity brothers, 
advisors and friends. It is the latter two capacities that arc so important during one's college 
days and after. It is through them that the lower classmen become acquainted with college 
life as it is and the process of assimilation takes place. 
To the individual members, fraternities and sororities offer opportunities for the develop-
ment of initiative, administl~ ative ability, and cooperation with fellow members. These 
members as a group can offer State much in the way of prestige by organizing themselves 
as loyal supporters of college af!'airs. State's social li fe is promulgated by these campus 
organizations and through them even non-members are included in the typical college 
activities. Professional, or honorary, fraternities ofFer, in addition to opportunities before 
mentioned, standards for scholastic attainment and activity. They advance the -standing 
of our profession-teaching- in the eyes of society as a whole by recognizing and drawing 
attention to scholastic achievement. 
The College is proud of the high type of fraternal life that has established itself on the 
campus . For each group, large or small, men or women, has but one ideal: that of building 
a better State. 
1 
ALP H A 
OFFICERS 
BETTY MURRAY President 
HARVEY Fox Fice-PTCsident 
GEORGE SHERRIE SeCl'etary- Treasurer 
MEMBERS 
-1937 -
LE Roy BECKER RAYE CONRAD ROSEMARY SCHULTZ 
PAUL COLEMAN DORIS YURL 
Alpha Society is composed of Juniors and Seniors whose selection has been determined by 
the quality of their service to the College. New members are tapped annually at the Senior 
RaIl. The purpose of this society is to encourage well directed student activities to promote 
high standards in existing organizations and to recognize true leadership. This year Alpha 
organized and ran the Organization Day Assembly, assisted at the Faculty Freshmall 
Reception, and sponsored holly hanging. 
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BACK Row: Shenic, Bt'ckt!t", Conrad, Coleman 
FRONT Row: Scltillt;:, Dr. Neuma.nn, _Alu1'ray, Fox, Yuh! 
\ 
K A p p 
WALTER DELACY 
LOIS ROOD 
A 
EDWARD SEMPERT 
ALBERT LINDEMANN 
ELIZABETH HARBISON 
DR. CHESTER A. PUGSLEY 
D E L 
WALTER DELACY 
OFFICERS 
T A 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Reporter 
Counselor 
MISS HELEN E N GLEBRECK Historian 
FACULTY MEMB E RS 
p 
MR. REUBEN S. EBERT 
MISS HELEN ENGLEBRECK 
DR . ANNA GEMMIl.l. 
MRS. CAROLINE K. GORDNIER DR. CHESTER A. PUGSLEY 
MISS IRENE HIRSCH DR. MARGARET QUAYLE 
MISS STELLA O'REILLY DR. KATE V. WOFFORD 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
MISS CATHERINE E. REED DR. HARRY W. ROCKWELL MR. CHARLES C. ROOT 
Gamma Mu chapter of Kappa Delta Pi was established at State Teachers College in June, 
1931, making State the first teacher training institution in N ew York State to have a 
chapter in t hat national honorary educational organization. The members are chosen from 
juniors and seniors in the upper quartile of scholarship, who have a creative interest in 
education . Kappa Delta Pi upholds high ideals of scholarship, and service in the educational 
field. "The Educational Forum," is published by the society. 
• 
K A p 
LUCILLE BAHM 
ANTHONY BRAUN 
ELI%ABETH CAGE 
WALTER DELACY 
LEO DUSTMAN 
RUTH FISCHER 
'rHOMAS GOODMAN 
ELIZAB ETH HARBISON 
EDITH H EWITT 
RUTH KING 
HARRIET LAUER 
ALBERT LINDEMANN 
VIOLA AGLE 
JANE BAUMAN 
OSCAR BIXBY 
BETTY BOWERY 
PERRY BROWN 
OSCAR CHAZEN 
FRANCES CUMMINS 
ELLA J EAN DARGERT 
MARGARET Dopp 
p A D E 
M E MBERS 
- 1937-
ANNA LOOMIS 
L 
HARRIET McMILLAN 
MARION MERGENTHALER 
E LEANOR MYERS 
FRANCES NEVILLE 
MARGARET O'BRIAN 
E DWARD ORGEK 
VIRGINIA POUTrE 
JEANETTE P UTNAM 
JOHN QUINLIVAN 
ALAN RAMM 
- 1938 -
PAUL EBERMAN 
RUTH FRANK 
DANIEL GROSSMAN 
KATHERINE HOLLWAY 
KATHLEEN KAUTH 
ALFREDA KOSMALA 
DOROTHY KRAUSS 
LOUISE KREBS 
LORRAINE KUPFER 
ROSE LOMBARDO 
T A p 
ETHEL REYNOLUS 
ELLA MAE ROHER 
LOIS RooD 
EDWARD SEMPERT 
GEORGE SHERRIE 
CARL SIFKOWITZ 
HARRY SPURR 
MARY STRAND 
ARLOUINE TALLMAN 
MARGARET TOBY 
BERNARD WAMBSGANSS 
CAROLYN WHITELOCK 
JOSEPHI N E PHILLJI'PI 
M URIEL PORTER 
HELEN PRATT 
ELIZABETH PROHASKA 
KATHRYN SCHLE N KER 
WILLIAM SHELDON 
ROBERT STRUNK 
RUTH SUGARMAN 
DORIS TOBER 
VnCRTH Row: IrambJ{!,allJJ , Ot·gel" Ramm, M u ll illan , Kallth , Cha';;elt Eba 'man Brown 
, THIRD Row: p.ntnall:, Tobu, Krebs, Hollway, Agie, Dopp, Prohaska, Me~gen.tlut!t'I",' L omba-rdo 
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~ SECOND R~w : Pmtl, FISc/u r, Roher, Loomi)· , Cage, lv/eYe/·J , j. PILillip pi , Sngarma.·lI, KrauSf, RaAm 
I' IRST Row: L.nr/.ema1l11, Rood, Harb ison. , .-VIrs . Gordnier, illr. Rhert , Dr. p·I~gJ·l ey , DeLacy, Dr. Gem m ill, 
Dr. Quayle, 111iH Hirsch, Dr. NeumanH, Snn pert 
II 
\ 
N U LAM B D A 
ELIZABETH CAGE 
MARTHA MAYER 
ROSE ALAIMO 
MARGARET KAN E 
BETTY Lou PA1TEN 
OFFICER S 
MIss EILEEN MULHOLLAND 
MRS. HERTHA SPECHT GANEY 
DR. ANNA M. GEMMILL 
ROSE ALAIMO 
RUTH BEEDEE 
ELIZABETH CAG E 
ANN E CALLAHAN 
VIRGINIA CZERNrEJEWSKI 
CATHERINE HOLLWAY 
DOROTHY KRAUSS 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
RUTH FISCHER 
MARGARET KAN E 
MARTI-IA MAYER 
HARRIET McMILLAN 
ELEANOR MYERS 
- 1938 -
GRACE MEHLING 
S G M 
President 
Vice-President 
Record£ng Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
1'rulJurer 
Fatuity A doiser 
F acuity A dviJ er 
Faculty A dvis er 
VIRGI NIA PO UTIE 
JEAN ETTE PUTNAM 
t:THEL REYNOLDS 
L OIS ROOD 
A 
R U'f' I-1 WESTENFELDER 
BETTY Lou P ATTEN 
MURIEL PORTER 
Nu Lamb;l,a Sign~ a is the women'~ literary organization of the college. IVlembership IS 
I~onorary . ] he society w,as fou~lded 111 192? for th~ p ~lrpose of study and investigation of 
~I~e.rary t ypes, and of st.IlTIu lattng ge~leral Illterest 111 literature among the college students. 
I hIS year Nu Lambda Slgma su ccessfuHy sponsored a creative act lvity in the form of a series 
of lectures by students. '~ 
HACK Row: Pou.li!!, M cJVlt'llall, Rood, Krauss, Putnam 
MIDDI.E Row: Curniejewski, Porltr, Fischer, TToliway, Tfle.rUlljeJdu 
FRONT Row: Pallen, //l01.11/.0, Cage, Kane, Reynolds 
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I 
I 
PHI UPSILON 
CAROLYN Wlll'fELOCK 
ELEANOR MYERS 
DOROTHY BROWN 
MARGARET POWERS 
BLANCHE PACK 
AI,BERTA KLEINFELDER 
MARY RICHARDSO N 
MISS MARTHA PRATT 
LUCILLE BAHM 
DOROTHY BROWN 
MARGARET IVIAR Y COUGHLIN 
ELEANOR MYERS 
VIRGINIA ROS E MILLER 
GRACE DRINKWATER 
HELEN ELSWORTH 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
ELEANOR lVI URRAY 
RUTH OAKES 
RUTH OLSON 
BLANCHE PACK 
MARGARET POWERS 
- 1938 -
RUTH ' F RANK 
RUTH HIRS H 
OMICRON 
P.reJident (first semester) 
Pres£dent (second semester 
f/ ict-President 
Secretary 
Treasurn 
Chaplain 
Historian 
F aculty Adviser 
DORA A LICE R EED 
ISABEL RIDALL 
MARY RICHARDSON 
MARY STRAND 
CAROLYN WHITELOCK 
ALB ERTA KLEINFELDER 
DOROTHY WELCH 
Phi Upsilon Omicron, a National Honorary Profess ional fraternity in Home Economics, 
had its beginning at Buffalo St.ate Teachers Coll ege when Mu chapter was established, 
December 22, 1923. Men1bers are chosen fr@l th e upper classes in recogn ition of scholastic 
achievemen t and profession al interest. 
E ach year the local chapter helps to su pport projects of national importance in Home 
E conomics, in conjunct.ion with the American Home Economics Association. 
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BACK Row : Ridw'fdJ'o'lI, Oa~'eJ', flirsch, Stram/, ivhtrray, EllJwOrlh, Klein/elder, IFetch 
M ID IlLE Row: Coughlin , Drinkwalu, Rida/l, Frank. Ra/tm, Pack, RL'id 
FRONT Row: Myers, HrowlI, Miss Pratt, WhiteLock, !l 'fiH Caudell, Powlrs, OiJo"n 
\ 
s G M A u p s L o N 
IIA I~VEY FOX 
OFF IC ERS 
1936 1937 
HARVEY Fox HARVEY Fox 
EnWARD HUDSPITH J7.ice- President BUEHL RAY 
OSCAR CHAZEN Secretm'y 
-' E DWARD SZYMANSKI 
ALBERT LIND E MANN . '/'reasureT 
. AI.BERT LINDEMANN 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
DR. JOH N THURBER MR. JOtl EPH -PHILLIPPI MR. ANDREW GRABAU 
MR. CHARLES ROOT DR. C HARLES M ESSN EI{ DR. HAROLD P ETER!WN 
Sigma Upsi lon, a national honorary fraternity for upper c1assmen requ ires an honor average 
in literature. Alpha Delta chapter was established here on March 25, 1931. As its purpose 
the fraternity seeks to form a bond among men of literary interests and abilities, and to help 
them achieve advancement in the literary field. An alumn i chapter is open to those members 
who wish to carryon the work begun in the college chapter of the fraternity. 
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IGNATIUS CALLER! 
RA YE CONRAD 
HARV EY Fox 
OSCAR BIXBY 
PERRY BROWN 
ROBERT BAKER 
LAMAN BRU N !'; R 
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M A u p s L o 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
THOMAS GOODMAN EDWARD SUSAT 
CARYL H ImDEN REX WIEST 
ALBERT LINDE MANN DAVID ZWICK 
EDWARD ORGEK 
- 1938 -
O SCAR CHAZEN EDWARD H UDSPITH 
PAUL EBERMAN W II ,LTAM SHELDON 
- 1939 -
J OS EI'H HOURIHAN BUEIIL RAY 
LEO LEVIN KI ND EDWARD SZYMANSKI 
ROBERT PHILLIPS 
BACK Row : SIUtli, Bixby, II ttdspitlt, Orgek 
M mD l E Row: Heddell , Slteldon, GlJull1lta11 , Ebl!Tman 
F~ONT Ro w : Lil/deman!t, Fox, Dr. Tkurber, Chau'll, Brow n 
N 
, , 
, 
, 
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p A N H E L L E N c 
ANNA LOU MARKS 
OFFICERS 
ANNA Lou MARKS President 
ELLEN MOEST Corresponding Secretary 
JANE PETTIT . RecoTding SeatLm'y 
HARRIET SCI-IARI.OCK Treasurer 
MISS ALMA ROUDEBUSH Faculty Adviser 
The Pan Hellenic Associatio:l is the governing body of all the Greek letter sororities on the 
college campus. Pan Hellenic has jurisdictio:l over the policies and the conduct of sororities 
and coordinates their activities. Its membership is composed of the president and two 
represen tatives of each sorority. Each spring it sponsors Pan Hellenic Day, a social event 
for all members of sororities. 
.. 
p A N H E L E N c 
MEMBERS 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA BETTY MURRAY, ANNA Lou MARKS, JANE COLBY 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU BETTY BARTON, ALMEDA HOSKINSON, ELIZABETH PROHASKA 
DELTA SIGMA EPSILON MARGARET HOltNER, MARGARET TOBY, IRIS SEMON 
PI DELTA THETA JEAN DARCERT, ELLEN MOEST, HELEN LANPHEAR 
PI KAPPA SIGMA LORETTA REGAN, ETHE-L WILSON, ELI~ANOR HUDSON 
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA ROSEMARY SCHULTZ, HARRIET SCHARLOCK, HELEN ELSWORTH 
THETA SIGMA UPSILON LUCILLE BAHM, JANE PETTIT, KATHLEEN KAUTH 
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BACK Row: JlIihon, Toby, !forHer, Semon, J\I1lt'ray 
MWDLE Row : Bat·ton., PTOh(lJka, Kauth, Lanpktar, Bakm, AIcLalle 
FRONT Row: SchuitJ.., Dm-gcrt, Alifs Roudebush, Mark.r, Pettit, Moest, Regan 
\ 
ALP H A S I G M A ALP H A 
BETTY MURRAY 
OFFICERS 
BETTY MURRAY President 
DOlus WYATT f/ ice-Pl'ts£dent 
GERALDINE HA'rrEN Secretary 
FRIEDA BECK Treasurer 
JOSEPHINE PHILLIPPI 
MARGARET SrvllTH Chaplain 
MARY ZERBY Editor 
ANNA Lou MARKS Senior Pan Ilellenic Representative 
JANE COLBY Junior Pan Hellenic Representative 
MRs. CAROLYN HEYMAN Facultyl Adviser (first semester) 
MRS. ROSAMOND ABATE F acuIty Adviser (second semester) 
Pi Pi chapter of Alpha Sigma Alpha originated as Theta chapter of Clio, a Normal School 
sorority which had many chapters in the state. It affiliated with the national organization 
shortly after State was recognized as a Teachers College. 
The sorority publication, The Phoenix is printed quarterly. The colors of the organization 
are red and white. 
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ALP H A 
FRIEDA BECK 
JANET BENEDICT 
JANE EGGLESTON 
GERALDINE HATTEN 
JANE COLBY 
FRANCES CUMMINS 
MARGARET DoP1' 
DOROTHEA ELLIOTT 
LUCILLE FENTON 
MARY GAZLAY 
BETTY BERNHARD 
BEVERLY FISHER 
PHYLLIS HARLEY 
MARIAN LEWIS 
S GMA 
MEMBERS 
-1937 -
ANNA Lou MARKS 
HARRIET McMILLAN 
BETTY MURRAY 
MARGARET O'BRIAN 
SHIRLEY PASSAGE 
- 1938 -
RUTH HAENSZEL 
RUTH HARVEY 
MARGARET MIl_LEIl 
FLORENCE PEFFER 
FLORENCE PHILLIPPI 
JOSEPHINE PHILLIPPI 
HELEN PRATT 
- 1939 -
PHYLLIS LIN E 
ANNETTE PAUSEWANG 
FLOSSY S NOW 
ALP H A 
NORMA REEVES 
MARGARET SMITH 
LOIS JANE TERRY 
MARY ZERBY 
MARGARET SANBORN 
ROSALIND SCHARCH 
HARRIET SISSON 
ELEANOR TURNER 
GERTRUDE VAN ARSDALE 
DORIS WYATT 
BETTY TERHAAR 
MARION THOMAS 
MARGARET URllAN 
HILDA \"IELAND 
FOURTH Row: Benedict, Snow, Pcuk, Fisher, Harley, Tn-ham', !-Im"iJey, PaUHWanf!., Bt'I'1lltard, ScAm'clt, Van Andale, 
Eggleston 
THIRD Row; Iiudson, Turner, Urban, fFidand, Lewis, Ru vel, PeJJ(1', .McMillan, Thomas, Fenton, 0' Rrian, 
F. Phillippi 
SECOND Row: HaenJ'u l, Elliott, Sanborn, :l1£ller, Lille, Passage, Cummt"lls, Pratt, Sisson, Dopp, Gaziay, Pound 
FmST Row: Terry, Colby, Bl'ck, j. PAillippi, JlIrs. If,'YJ/wn, Murmy, Wyatt, Zerby, Smith, i.lIarks, Trallen 
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A L P H A s GM A T A u 
B ~:TTY BA RTON 
OFFICERS 
BETTY BARTON President 
MARY STRAN D Vice-President 
ALMEDA HOSKINSON T reaS'U1'er 
MURIEL PORTER Reco1'ding Secretary 
MARJORIE IVhLIUS Corresponding Secretary 
RUTH B EEBEE Chaplain 
ELIZABETH PRO HASKA Historian 
RITA BIRD Custodian 
DORI S T OBER Edito,. 
ELIZABETH PROIlASKA Iunior Pan Helleni~' Rep'I'cscntalive 
ALMEDA HOSKIN SON Se'niur Pan Hellenic R epfl'scntative 
M ISS LUELLA CHA P i\'1AN Faculty A dvim' 
Sigma chapter of Alpha Sigma Tau was est.ablished in 1920 as Tau Phi in t he Norm al School. 
The sorori ty joined the national organization in 1925. It annually awa~ds · a one hu ndred 
dollar scholarship to a non-sorority girl who is deserving of financia l aid. r:he A nchor appears 
three times a year. Its colors are ernerald green and gold . 
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A L P H A s G M A TAU 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
BETTY HARTON AI.MEDA HOSK I NSON HAZEL M APES 
RITA BIRD MARGARET KANE MARTHA MAYER 
R UTH BEEH EE ANN ETl'E KENNEDY rvlARjO RI E MILIUS 
R UT H FI SC H ER EDITH MANTER FE RN RYER 
RUTII G U )' MARY STRAND 
- 1938 -
R UTJ I BURL I NGAM E E L[Z,A I~ ETJ-I PRO I-I ASKA DORIS TOBER 
MURIEL P ORT ER ARLI NE WALKER 
- 1939-
RITA JERGE GLA[)YS LEE LUCILLE lVIA'rrERN 
H ACf,; Row : CliP, Ma lilcr, KWIII:dy, Bechce, Tohlfr, Mallt'l'lI, r.u 
r-,·l l1)u .... : Row: j ag!!, Mapt"f, "'is/ie;, Hird, lJI(llIur, Rya. Buriil/gill/It: 
FmsT Row : :1Iiiilts, Pm'la, Rarum, lIoskillscm, Pf()/taska 
\ 
D E L T A K A p p A 
GEORGE SHERRI E 
OFFTCERS 
GEORGE SHERRIE President 
M ICII AEL FENIELLO f/iccwj) resident 
CARYL HEDDEN Recording Secretary 
PERHY 13HowN Corresponding Secretary 
PAUL EBERMAN SergeantwatwArms 
WAYN E COVERT Chaplain 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
MR. RAYMOND FRETZ MIt. JOli N FO NTAN A .MR. CHESTER SCHOENBORN 
MR. IRVING PERKIN~ M H,. STANLEY C ZURLES MR. EUWARD MORRICE 
Alpha chapter of Delta Kappa fra te rnity origin ated at HuH"alo in 1920. It was .formerly 
known as Kappa Kappa Kappa. On May 12, 1936 the name on the crest of the fraternity 
was officially changed to Delta Kappa fraternit y by order of the Grand Chapter. Thc 
fraternity annuall y publishes the Student Directory, containi ng IlalllCS and . addresses of the 
college students. It also presents each yea r the Delta Kappa Key, an award given to the 
senio r man who excels in leadership, schularship, and character. The fraternity colors arc 
IIlaroon and wh ite. 
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D E 
WAYNE COVERT 
CARYL HEDDEN 
PERRY BROWN 
L 
ROB ERT CUNNINGHAM 
PAUL EBERMAN 
MICHAEL FENIELLO 
HOWARD FLIERL 
DANIEI~ GROSSMAN 
CREDE H AGERT Y 
\¥U.LlAM ATKINS 
RAYMOND AST 
RUSSELL BARROWMAN 
LAMAN BRU NER 
SAMUEL CONTE 
THOMAS ASBURY 
ELLSWORTH BALI)W I N 
LEONARD Cox 
CREDE HAGERTY 
DUANE HARRIS 
T A K 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
ELMER MARTIN 
- 1938-
ROBERT HEIST 
CARL HEINTZ 
PAUL HIRSEMAN 
FRANCIS KOZUB 
ROBERT LENZ 
RICHARD LEEDS 
MARTIN MASON 
ROBERT MIN KEL 
- 1939 -
KENNETH EDMUNDS 
JACK ELLIOTT 
ROBERT HARRISHBERG 
1-1 ENRY KREIS 
DAVID MISSERT 
EDWAHD ONODY 
-1940-
DAVID Low 
CARL PFI EFFE R 
RAYMOND PORTER 
ROGER RAWE 
A p p 
GEORGE SHERRIE 
EDWARD SUSAT 
JAMES PERONA 
RICHARD PERRY 
Rou ERT REIST 
F RANKLIN RICHARDS 
WJ[,L1AM SHELDON 
ARTH UR SMITH 
JAC K WALSH 
P I·IILII' POHLMAN 
H ARO LD Rupp 
STEPHE N SAFI~ON 
D A VID SC I-I RADER 
WILLIAM WIZEMA N 
LoutS RosA 
R O BERT RUNNERSTROM 
ALDEN S AI.LACK 
ARTH UR SM ITH 
C ARL Z EH 
FOURT H Row: Bruner, Reist, ASl, Wiuman, K reis, Pohlman, W alsh, Minkel 
A 
THIRD Row: Heist, l1orrishhurg, Elliou, Schrader, Atkins, Safn)fl, S usnt, !.em., M iJJerl 
SECOND Row : Perona, Slieldoll, lfei lltz, Cunnillglumt, E. it4arl1tl, M . Martin, Fi1"er/, O,wdy, COllte 
FIRST Row: Crossma ll , Ebermall, lleddt11, Feniel/o, !}!Ir . FOlltmw, Slierrie, 11lr. Czurles, Brown, Riclwrds, COV(f't 
I II 
\ 
DELTA S I G M A EPSILON 
MARGARET HOR N ER 
EVELYN NrCOUD 
KATHLEEN JACOBS 
ANNA RUTH MORRI LL 
ELEANOR MURRAY 
MARY VIRGINIA STE UDLE 
CAROLYN WHITELOCK 
DOROTHY HARRIS 
RUTH HIRSH . 
MARGARET TOllY 
lItiS SEMON 
CHRI STI NE REID 
DR. ANNA M. GEMMILL 
MISS RUTIl PALMER 
MISS MILUttED L. SIPI' 
MARGARET HORNER 
OFFICERS 
President (first semester) 
President (second semester) 
l/ ice-President 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer 
Sergeant (first semester) 
Sergeant (second semester) 
Chaplain 
Senior Pan Hellenic Repult1ltativ(! 
j u1ti 01' ran Hellenic Representative 
H istorian 
Faculty A dvis er 
Faculty Adviser 
Faculty Advise', 
Arethusa Upsilon chapter of Delta Sigma Epsilon was first known as Emanon sorority. 
Then it \-vas a part of ColonoL In 1902 it joined Arethusa. In 1926 it affi li ated with the national 
soro rity. Every year Delta Sigma Epsilon awards the Bishop Honor Medal to a Senior 
woman, who has been an outsta nd ing participant in -college act ivities. The Shield, the 
sorority magazine, is publi shed four times yearly. The colors are olive green and cream. 
I I 2 
DELTA S I G M A E PS I LON 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
MARGARET HORNER LORRAINE HOTH CALISTA HURD 
KATHLEEN JACOBS ELEANOR MURRAY DOROTHY HARRIS 
ANNA RUTH MORRILL EVELYN NICOUD BARBARA S I'E NCER 
DORA ALICE REED MARGARET 'TOBY CAUOLYN "VHITELOCK 
-1938 -
MAXINE MAcINTYRE R Ell ECCA ANN PERRY CHRI STI N E REID 
MARY VIRGINIA STEUDLE IRIS SEMON RUTH HIRSH 
- 1939 -
DORIS CUMMINGS ROSEMARY GAFFNEY MARION RICH 
GRACE WHITELOCK A GN ES SClI ENK 
BACK Ro w: Caflnry, Rich, Ru d, Tohy, Perry, C'l1nmillgs, SiI1l11l0'1I!, C. IfIAitelock 
MIDDLE Row: lIa'rri! , Sptl1cer, Ilu1·d, IH c/ ntyre, S emon, N icOfld, S clUllk , lIirslt 
FRONT Row : M orrill, j acob!, Reid, MiH Palmer, llomer, Dr. Gemmill, C. Whitelock, S lc'udle, M urray 
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D E 
JEAN DARGERT 
CORNELIA HENDLER 
HELEN PEARSON 
JEAN BOOTH 
MARY DOLE 
RUTH KI NG 
LORAIN E KUPFER 
ELLEN M OEs'r 
HELEN LANPHEAR 
L 
M GOVER MISS ELEANOR . 
T A T H E T A 
JEAN DARGERT 
O FFICER S 
PreJ'iden! 
Second Yice-P'resident 
Secretary 
'J'uaJurer 
Chaplain 
EdilO'r 
Registrar 
Senior Pan Hellenic Representative 
Junior Pan Hellenic Repre.rentativ! 
Faculty II dviser 
. ' I I social sorority, which .. vas formed in September, 1926. 
-[h . l d its ongln as a oca . . 
Pi Delta eta" ' I E I -ational Sorority, P I Delta Theta, \11 Jun e, 1928, 
d in to the Natlona ( UC . It was aceepee . . .' d tri-annually. Green, gold and white are the 
. ubitcatlOll IS Issue 
The Thaha, an open P 
sorority colors. 
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p D E L T A T H E T A 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
JEAN DARGERT RUTH KING RUTH OAKES 
DORrs MATTESON 
- 1938-
JEAN BOOTH LORAINE KUPFER ELLEN MOEST 
MARY DOLE HELEN LANI'HEAR MARGARET N I GRO 
CORNELIA HENDLER ROSE LOMBARDO H ELEN PEARSON 
115 
B ACK Row; L01llbardo, Clttler, Kupfer , Lattpluar, King, Monl, Mallt!J01I , Nigro 
F RONT Row: Pt!ano1l, fiend/a, Dargtrl , DoJr, BooJh 
\ 
p 
EDWARD ORGEK 
First Semester 
EDWARD ORGEK 
ROBERT HELSTROM 
HAROLD FINN 
ROBERT. STRUNK 
L AW R ENCE CAMPBELL 
DONALD C LARK 
ROB ERT BORTH 
H OWARD M ILLER } 
JOH N STACK 
WILLIAM MILLER 
IGNATIU S CALLERI 
s p H 
OF FICER S 
P resident 
F ice-P.resident 
Financial Secretary 
Treasuref 
Recording Secrttary 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
Corresponding Secretary. 
New, Sheet Editors 
Chaplain 
1-1ouse M a-nager 
HOWARD MILLER 
Second Semest!T 
H OWA RD M ILLER 
C H ARLES ERN ST 
LA WRE NCE C A1'vIPBELL 
DONALD CLARK 
PHILIP LAI'ORNA RA 
\~' ILLIAM MILLER 
LEO DUSTMAN 
{ JOIl N STAC K LEO D USTMAN 
DAVID WOOL>COCK 
IG NATIUS CALLER! 
FACULTY ADV I S ER S 
MR. H UBERT E. COYER 
DR. THOMAS C UTT 
MR. RUEBEN EB ERT 
DR. R ALP H HORN 
DR. JO HN R. MCCRORY 
MIL ROBERT O. DEMOND 
MR. JOS EPH PHIl.LIPPI .... 
MR. GEO RGE M. QUACKEN BUSH 
DR. ARNOLD R . VERDU IN 
Psi Phi fraternity was organized in 1920 at Binghamton, New York. In 1923 Beta chapter 
was found ed at State. On Novemb er 15, 1930 Psi Ph i presented to the college the clock face 
overlooking t he quadrangle. It ann ually prints and distributes the Athletic Schedule. The 
first fraternity house of the college was established by Psi Phi. [ twas for mally ded icated on 
March 22, 1934 by Dr. Rockwell. The frate rni ty colors are red, gold, an d bl ack. Psi Phi was 
incorporated this year. 
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MICHAEL BA LWAN 
LEROY BECKER 
"VI LLIAM BRADLEY 
ANTHONY B U AUN 
GEORGE BRIGHTON 
PAUL CO I.EMAN 
F RAN CIS CONRAD 
RAYE CONRAD 
ROB ERT BORTH 
LAWRENCE CAM PBELL 
VINCENT COO l.EY 
HAROLD F I NN 
BURTON CA DRO 
N EAL CANEEN 
DONALD CLARK 
JOHN COUGH LIN 
BERNARD DEAZLEY 
ROBERT FLANIGAN 
ROBERT BO J.l.ARD 
DAVID BORCHARD 
JOHN BRA NN I CKI 
VINCENT COOLEY 
JO HN COUGH LIN 
ANTHONY EKES 
J OHN F I NN 
p s p 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
WALTER DE LACY 
Lw DUSTMAN 
C H ARLES ERN ST 
HARVEY Fox 
WILLI AM FRANK 
THOM AS GOODMAN 
PH ILIP LAFORNARA 
- 1938 -
H ERB ERT GROSS 
LAWRENCE H ANRATTY 
R OBERT HELSTROM 
GERALD KRAUS 
- 1939-
ALBERT KINGSTON' 
W ALT ER LARE 
AURIL MCCABE 
SALVATOR E PULEO 
BUEHL RAY 
- 1940-
J OH N H AMME L 
EUGENE HOOI.lH AN 
J EROME KLAWITT ER 
PAUL M ILLER 
CARYDON N ICHOLS 
J OHN NICHOLS 
H 
ALBERT LINDEMANN 
GEORGE M CG INNIS 
HOWARD MILLER 
VVILLIAM M ILLER 
EDWARD ORGEK 
T HOMAS- PAOLUCC I 
JOHN QUINLIVAN 
WIL LI AM SCHNE IDER 
J OHN PIK US 
PAUL ROON EY 
JAMES SCALI 
ROBERT STRUNK 
CAR L R OST 
JOH N STACK 
E DWARD S IKORS KI 
HARRY STRICKLAN D 
SYLVESTER THOMAS 
DAVIS WOODCOCK 
DAV I D PRITCHARD 
JOHN SC HASSER 
DAV ID STREBE 
THOMAS TI ERNEY 
RAL PH UPTON 
MIC HAE L \<VOCKULICH 
HERB ERT ZOLLICH 
FOURTH Row: Campbell, W. Miller, BuuUey, RrJlSl, l'Ao1JlaJ. ROSl, Deazlcy 
THI RD Row: Sik01"ski, Puleo, Clark, 11. Miller, Cross, Stat.:k, Goodman 
1'7 
SECOND Row: Lilldl7llalln, Pikus, Strickland, iHcGimlis, Rrighto11, Kingslo·n, Ray, McCabe 
F IRST Row: Dr. !lorn, Fin'lI, iHr. Ebert, Orglk, Mr. Phillippi, Hllstrom, Dr. McCrory 
\ 
S I G M A S I G M A S I G M A 
ROSEMARY SCI-lULTZ 
OFFICERS 
ROSEMARY SCHULTZ President 
DOROTHY BROWN V ice-Pre.rident 
DOROTHY KRAUSS Corropondt'ng Secretary 
CATHER1NE KELLY Recording Secretary 
DOROTHY WELCH Treasurer 
DOROTHY EICHHORN Keeper of Grades 
MISS THERESA ROEHSLER FacullY Adviser 
Zeta chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma originated as Epsilon Mu which was established in 1901. 
It became part of the national organization in 1911. The sorority publication, the Trt'angJe 
is issued four times a year. Purple and white arc Tri-Sigma's colors. 
IlS 
S I G M A 
DOROTHY BROWN 
THELMA CHASE 
JUNE TAlER 
ALICE LOUISE BANGERT 
BETTY BOWERY 
WINIFRED BURLEY 
HELEN ELSWORTH 
RUTH FRANK 
LOIS GREEN 
MARIE BURNS 
LOIS HUMPHERY 
S I G M A 
MEMBERS 
-1937-
ALICE NEFF 
JANE PERSON 
MARY RICHARDSON 
- 1938 -
CATHERINE KELI.Y 
KATHERINE KENYON 
RUTH KINSLEY 
ALICE KOELMEL 
JOSEPHINE KNAPP 
-1939-
JEAN DAHLQUIST 
BETTY KIESEL 
PLEDGES 
BERENICE 1VIALE 
S GMA 
HARRI ET SCHARLOCK 
ROSEMARY SCHULTZ 
DORIS YUHL 
DOROTHY KRAUSS 
LOUISE KREBS 
DOROTHY SWEITZER 
ZELDA THOMAS 
TWTLA WAGENER 
KATHRYN V\' ASS 
JANE O'LEARY 
JOAN WEBER 
BACK Row: Krebs, WaH, Budey, Green, Thomas, DafUq~~isl, lVagener, Chase, Rlswot·th 
MIDDLE Row: Sweitzer, lTumphrey, Kinsley, Kadmcl, Weber, Ne.tT, Peno1t, BUtllS, YuhI,O'Leat·y 
FItONT Row: Kenyon, Eichhorn, Krau.rs, Kelly, Miss Englcbuck, Schullz, Brown, Welch, Frank, Knapp, Bower'y 
Il9 
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s GMA TAU GAMMA 
OSCA J( CHAZEN 
OFFICERS 
OSCAR CHAZEN President 
ANTHONY DELPol'OLO Vice-President 
ISRAEL GOLDWATER Recording Secretary 
DA YID ROBERTS Corresponding Secretary 
EDWARD HUDSPITH Treasurer 
ROB lmT RAKER Acting Treasurer 
ALOIS DWYER Chaplain 
Vi/ALT ER K OUKA L Sergeanl-at -ArmJ 
DONALD SCHOLZ llisto1"1:an 
FA CU LTY ADVISERS 
DR. OSCAR E. HERTZBERG 
MR. CHARLES A. VAIL 
DR. C HE STER A. PUGSLEY 
MR. H ARRY C. JOHNSON 
MIt, WALTER WEBER 
MR. CHARLES I3RAOLEY 
Sigm a Tau Gamma fraternity began as a locai frate rnity in 1931 and affiliated with the 
national organization in February 1933. Sigma Tau Gamma is a National Teachers College 
fra ternity· with eighteen chapters throughout the United States. E ach year the fraternity 
prints and distributes the Social Calendar. The colors arc purple and white. 
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s Gf\/\A 
DONAl.D CHAMPAGNE 
ANTHONY DEL POPOLO 
ALOIS DWYER 
A N DREW CAMPBELL 
OSCA R CHAZEN 
Ron EIlT BAKE R 
CLIFFORO BORTH 
JOSEPH H OU RIH AN 
HAROLD AXLEROD 
ISADORE BUSH 
ARMANDO DE MARCH I 
ROBERT J O HN S 
TAU 
MEMBERS 
-1937 -
ISRAEL GOLDWATER 
NORMAN KOHN 
- 1938 -
EDWARD HUDSPITH 
WALTER KOUKAL 
-1939-
JOH N PIATAK 
DONALD SCHOLZ. 
- 1940 -
EUGEN I.~ RUSKOWSKI 
ROBERT SCHM I DT 
JOSEPH SCHWARTZ 
GAMMA 
RAYMOND VOGHT 
EDWI N W AGENBLASS 
E DWARL> WISE 
DAVID ROB E RTS 
ARTHUR S AGER 
FRANCIS S I EMANKOWSKI 
A tnERT WINKELMAN 
H OWA RL> S E NGB USCH 
ALEXANDER \VYSOCKI 
ALL EN SE XTON 
EARL TELSHOU 
RI CHARD HUGHES 
RACK Row: Wise. Champagnt, Wagcnblan, Houn"han, Scholt, Sicmatlkowl ki 
MmDLt: Row: MOTtorano, Baker, Kohn, P iotak, //. Campbell. C. Borth. Go/dwala 
FRONT Row: Kouk(/l, DeIPopa/o, Mr, Vail, Chaun, Mr. Weber, Dr. Hertwag, fl udJpillt 
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THETA S I G M A UPSILON 
LUCILLE TlA HM 
OFF I CE RS 
LUCILLE BAJ-IM President 
CATIlERIN E HOlLWAY f/ if-"c-i!,-esidenl 
ALICE BRADFORD Secreta,ry 
I SA B EL RIDAL L T rc(tS'ltre1· 
RUTH HILL Editor 
J ANE PETTIT Senior P au II ellenic Representative 
KATHLEEN KAUTH ] un-ior P an H ellenic RepreJe1ttativ! 
M I SS ALMA R OUDEUUS!-! Faculty Adviser 
DR. KATE WOI'I'OlW Faculty A dv;w· 
rVI IS S MARGAR ET D U PR E Pat.I'O'ltt'ss 
'"r heta chapter of Theta Sigma U psilon began as Alph a chapter of Pi Sigma Phi . It was 
accepted by the national sorority in ]927. The sorority colors are old rose an d sil ver. T he 
publication , the T orch is distributed twice a yea r. 
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THETA 
LUCILLE BAHM 
KATHLEE N R<\ RUE R 
JE AN ETfE DO~lIu S 
H ELEN F ENSKE 
IVIARJoRI E GLASSE R 
A D ELE H E I NO I. D 
EUITH H ENRY 
R UTH HILL 
LI U . IAN A LlllU U HT 
YVONNE ASHLEY 
S I G MA UPSILON 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
ALICE BRADFORD 
GRACE PERRY 
JANE PETrrr 
- 1938 -
MARY H O FF f\'iA N 
N [ARGORIE H OLLENBECK 
CATHERI NE -H O LlWAY 
KAT H L EEN K AUTH 
ALBERTA K I.I~ I N J"E LI)IiR 
M ARGAR ET MCG E E 
MARIAN McINTYRE 
- 1939 -
PHYLIS CONRAD 
R OSEMA RY EAG 1N 
NORMA NE WMA N 
I SA B E L RWALL 
E I.LA MA E ROHER 
R UTH O'l.MW 
Bn-rv Lou PA1TE N 
MAI{{j A RET P IE RCE 
ONA R AI>ER 
GERALDINE Russ 
THERESA TRI MPER 
MA KJ OR I E PECK 
IRENE SCO']"]' 
BAC K Row : ScoU, / lJbrigfll, COIII'ao, lIoilmall, Pierce, Trimpl!T, .4.rhlr:y, Raper, GhlIur 
M lUul.I; Row: II,'ury, O:.lITd, Peck, f)u lIlrCJ, Fe/uke, lIeiJII!ld, NtWJmflll, :lhCcc, K Je ill/dlJrr 
F J{ONT Row : Pm it, Ri(ltlll, /lal/way, Min ROlldc/HUh, I. /tciile Rahill, IlrtU~lOl'd, Ka uth, Rolter, lIul/wbak 
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p K A 
LORETrA REGAN 
AUDREY SCHREIBER 
ISABELLE .CLlVFORD 
NINA LAURICELLA 
HELEN MeLANIC 
MRs. JOHN FONTANA 
p p A 
OFFICERS 
MRS. HERTHA SPECHT GANEY 
ANNE CALLA HAN 
l SABELLE CLI Fl'ORD 
ELEANOR HUDSON 
KAY ALBRECHTSON 
RUTH I3R.OWN 
MARY JOAN CALLAHAN 
LUCILLE CHAPMAN 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
HELEN McLANE 
NINA LAUR ICEL LA 
- 1938 -
- 1939 -
MARY DOllONY 
JANE HANNY 
MARION LEARY 
VIRliTNTA MARVIN 
s G M 
P1'esident 
f/ ice-President 
Sec·ret.ary 
TrWS1.tfn 
Sergea'lll-at-A'rms 
F (!CuLt y Adviser 
Faculty A dv·iser 
L O RETTA R ECAN 
AUDREY SCHRE I BER 
A 
GERTRUDE MCGOVERN 
MARGARET MAYER 
MA llGARET 0' DONNELL 
LILLIAN SEIDERT 
JULIA THOMPSON 
Rho chapter of Pi Kappa Sigma, was originally Theta Kappa, a local sorority. It became 
connected with the national sorority in June, 1928. Blue alld ::,;old arc the sorority's colors. 
The publication, The Laurel, is issu ed quarterly_ 
B ACK Row : M. j. Callahan, Seibal, l\hCQfleTJI. , O' Doll nell, J)nuony .... nrow ll , MurtJin 
tvll1JI)l.Ii Row: 'J'ltcnnpiUII , /l allllY, .JJbatiUIl, fl lt-yer. CI/(/P'IIIlIII, I~'(/ry 
FR UNT Row: /1. Ca//a lulU , M cLalle, !lI r; . Ca ney, Rt'!',IUI, M n . f 01JtlmO, CliJlurd, /l ltd;Oll 
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ORGANIZATIONS 
\ 
THE 
THOMAS A. GOODMAN 
THOMAS A. GOODMAN 
ALBERT C. LINDEMANN 
KATHLEEN POUND 
RUTH SUGARMAN 
STAFF 
ELM S 
ALBERT C. LINDEMANN 
EDITORS 
Editor-i1t-Chiej 
Business M anager 
ATt Editor 
[lead Typist 
PAUL J3RUCATO Sports Edito,' 
DORIS YU HL Feature Editor 
MARGARET O ' BRIA N Literary Ed-itOT 
OSCAR CHAZEN P hotograph), Editor 
EDWARD SUSAT College News Editor 
FA CULTY ADVISERS 
MR. GEORGE HUCKIN S MR. STANLEY CZURLES 
MR. JOHN FONTANA 
M ISS E I LEEN MULHOLl.AND 
From the relatively insignifi cant position wh ich the ELMS occupied at its inception, it has 
risen to take the doubly important role of an integral part of college li fe and an illum in ating 
reflection of it. Almost as important as the activities and organ izations themselves is the 
immortalization of them in the pages of the EI.Ms. For the past few ye·ars, and it is especi.ally 
true this year, the staff of the ELMS has been seeking to give students a concrete, though 
suggestive, recapitulat ion of the college year. 
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TWILA WAGENER 
JANET BENEDICT 
BETTY BOWERY 
AMELIA DI~MBOWSKI 
HARVEY Fox 
FRED RUBEN S 
JOHN STACK 
LAMAN BRUNER 
ANNETTE CINN 
BETTY BARBER 
ROBERT HELSTROM 
PAUL HIRSEMAN 
A LB ERT KINGSTON 
T HE ELM S 
STAFF MEMBERS 
ART STAFF 
TYPISTS 
LILLIAN CORTR IGHT 
ALDEN SALLAC K 
MARrON SHORT 
SPORTS STAFF 
WILLIAM KACKAS 
FEATURE STAFF 
ROSEMARY SCHULTZ 
HARRY STIUCKLAND 
L I TERARY STAFF 
BETTY CAGE 
ANNETfE KE NNEDY 
PHO T OGRAPHY STAFF 
EnwARD HUDSPITH 
J EAN MAGUIRE 
COLLEGE NEWS STAFF 
J EANETTE PUTNAM 
BARBARA SPENCER 
GLENN THOMPSON 
MARY FARRELL 
JOHN STACK 
DORIS WYATT 
ELMER MARTIN 
MARION THOMAS 
ALICE TINDELL 
JANE VAN VLACK 
M I RIAM MYERS 
PHYLLlS LAZERSON 
SH I RLEY PASSAGE 
HARRIET McMILLAN 
NINA TROWBRIDGE 
MARY ZERUY 
ASSISTANT J3USINESS MANAGER 
ROBERT STRUNK 
f OURTH Row : Dwyer, Kingston, M artin, Laurw1L, TrowbTidg~, Demhowski, Belu diet, Sisson, Fox, Strickland 
THIRD Row: Thomas, Pltttlalll, Tretlt. S tack, Thompson, Kackas, Lenz, Kef/nedy, IJlagenu , Bowery 
SECONIl Row : SoUack, n ru1ur, lIudspitJl, M cMillan, Passage, Mr. Czur/u, T indell, Spmcer, SdLU/tZ, Zrrry, Page, 
lfeiJtrrnn 
F IRST Row: St,.ullk, BntCalo, Yuki, 0' Briml, Linde11latUl, Goodman, CJ1Qz~:n, Poulld, SUKarmall , SUJal. Sheldo1l 
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THE RECORD 
MICHAEL J. FENIELLO 
MICHAEL J. FENIELLO 
FRANKLIN G. RICHARDS 
PAUL BRUCATO 
AMELIA DEMBOWSKI, MARGARET E. SANBORN 
BEly rv CAGE 
MARY ZERBY, IvIARION THOMAS 
ALOYSIUS DWYER 
HELEN SINCLAIR, ALDEN SALLACK 
ROBERT lVIINKEL, DORTS V'lYATT 
ANTHONY DEL POPOLO 
ROllERT PHILLIPS, HOWARD SENGBUSCH 
ANNETTE CINN , WILLIAM SHELDON 
HARRY STRICKLAND 
EVELYN STUDIER, A. l\110RTON RAYCH 
FRANKLIN G. RICHARDS 
Editor 
Business ManageI' 
Managing Editor 
Associate Rditors 
Associate Editor 
Alumni Editors 
Circulation Manager 
Exchange Editors 
Feature Writers 
Fealure fFl'iter 
Heads Writers 
Literary Writers 
Photography 
Re-W n:ter s 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
MR. GEORGE HUCKINS MR. RAYMOND FRETZ DR. HAROLD PETERSON 
MR. STANLEY CZURLES 
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THE RECORD 
MARGARET FELSINGER 
RICHARD FRY 
IDA FABIAN 
ROBERT BORTH 
ROGER GROTH 
JOHN PIKUS 
CATHERINE SMITH 
GERTRUD E VAN ARSDALE 
REVA FISH 
ROBERT BOLLARD 
l\1ARY RITZENTHAl.ER 
EDITH DIERDORF 
WILLIAM CONLEY 
STAFF MEMBERS 
SPORTS STAFF 
CREDE HAGERTY 
ART STAFF 
FRED RUBENS 
BUSINESS STAFF 
Ros E LOMBA ROO 
EDWARD SUSAT 
CIRCULATION 
REPORTERS 
JANET BENEDICT 
DOROTHEA BROWN 
MARIAN SOLOMON 
GEORGE WELCH 
MARY DOBONY 
LUCILLE CHA"PMAN 
TYPISTS 
JOHN STACK 
ELIZABETH Uecr 
FLORENCE FUHR 
FRANCES THOMPSON 
MAKE-UP 
HERBERT GROSS 
JAMES PERONA 
WILLIAM KACKAS 
VIRGINIA WI1TE 
BUEHL RAY 
MASON MARTIN 
CLIFFORD BORTH 
BUEHL RAY 
MARGARET URBAN 
DOROTHY MOORE 
JEAN DAHLQUIST 
ANNA GACH 
IRENE KOVALCIK 
EVELYN ENGLEHARDT 
JERRY KRAUS 
FOURTH Row: C. Borth., Bollard, Gross, Conlcy, Perona, R. Borth, Bush, Nichols, Kraus, Pikus, Striclda-nd , Phillips 
THIRD Row : Fox, Stack, Groth, Greenburg, Salt({ck, Susat, ll1inkd, Fry, Kackas, ,'Hioducki, lUm·tin, Raych, Ray 
SECOND Row: Solomott, Lombat'do, Laurson, Krmnn, Kovalcik, Van /lrsdalc, DahLquist, Afr. Czurtes, Chapman, 
Dobo'lL'Y, Cin·n, Studier, Fabian, IVi-ngmback 
FIRST Row: Witte, R1lbells, Zerby, Dcmbowski, Sanborn, Brucato, Feniello, Richards, Tlagerly, Cage, Sheldon, Thomas, 
Wyalt 
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A QUARTER OF A CENTURY 
OF PROGRESS 
THI:: RECORD, Vol. 1. No.I. Buffalo, N. Y. May 19 13. Published qU<lrterly. Hult'a lo State Normal School. 15c ,I copy. 
EDITORIAL 
The year 1913 witnesses an important event in the first appea1'ance of the "Record. H 
The purpose of the" Record" is twofold: Fi1'St- To encourage literary ac·tivity among the students 
and to maintain a high sta1tdard of literary excellence; Second- To furnish the friends of the 
school with a means of keeping in louch with its various interests. Normal Hhaol students afe too 
busy to do much literary work. We are especially pro·ud of that which has been done. 
As this is the first issue of our paper, the Editors have had unusual problems to solve and dijji-
cullin to o'Oercome. We appreciate the support which the school has given us and feet assured that 
each succeeding issue of the" Record" witl outshine the one before it . W e look forward to a time 
in the near future when the "Reco·rd" will be ranked among the but school chronicles. 
TU E RECORD. Vol. XXVI. Buffalo, N. Y. 1937. Published weekly. Buffalo State Teacher~ College. To all membe rs 
of the college . 
CONSTITUTION OF THE RECORD 
ARTICLE 11. OBJECT 
The object of this publication shall be to give information, to stimulate st'udent thinking, to 
elevate student conduct and scholarship, and to provide a 10ru'ln for student-faculty opinion. 
The expressed purpose of twenty-five years ago has been realized many times in the inter-
veni ng years, years that wi ll never be forgotten by the world- war years, years of plenty, 
and depression years. Although in its metamorphosis the Record has changed from a maga-
zine to a newspaper, it has kept alive the desire of the first staff "to maintain a high stand ard 
of li te rary excellence" in its annual Literary Art Issue. The alum ni colum n is the bond 
among the scattered gradu ates. Of necessity the Record has cha nged in form and style to 
meet the demand of new times and personalities. That is alnple proof of the Reco1'd's prac-
t icality- its ability to meet the challenge of each new generation. 
Those who remember the Record from "way back when" say that in this twenty-fifth year, 
more than any other year, the Record has fulfi lled all aspirations made for it by the first 
staff and this staff of 1937. Through the efforts of the present Editorial Board, the Record 
has become a successful five-column newspaper, ahvays progressive, printin g for its readers 
not only the best State has to,oifer, but also t he best that other colleges have expressed so 
that we IITeachers" may read and know ,t he best colleges' news and opinions. , ,(sf:\' 
The final desire of t he staff of 1913, that "The Record will be ranked among the best school 
chronicles of the State," has become a reality; for the Record is 0;1 a par with the best' 
papers of t he New York State's Teacher Training Institutions. In addition, it has received 
national recognition. Long affi liated with the Columbia Scholastic Press, the Record now is 
a member of t he Associated Collegiate Press. 
W ith these twenty-five years in retrospect, we of State Teachers College raise a new challenge 
to ollr Record-one that we have every right to believe it will rneet- "On to greater jour-
nalistic achievements." 
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STUDENT HANDBOOK 
MARGA"ET C. KANE 
ROSE LOMBARDO 
ROSEMARY U I' HILL 
MARGA RET NIGRO 
WILLIAM SHELDON 
FRANKLIN RICllA 1WS 
MARGARET KANE 
OFF I CERS 
FACULTY OFF I CER S 
Editor 
Associate Edito1' 
Social 
Sports 
Curri,·ulum 
. :Art 
MR. RAYMOND M. FRETZ 
MR. GEORGE E. HUCKINS 
MR. GEORGE M. QUACK"NBUSH 
DEAN CATHERI NE E. R~~D 
HAR VEY Fox 
R OB ERT BORTH 
PA UL EBERMAN 
HELE N LANPHEAR 
ROBERT BAKER 
STAFF MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
MARGARET KA NE 
- - 1938-
ROSE LOMBARDO 
MARGARET NIG RO 
- 1939 -
ANNE FENN I!LL 
RO SEM ARY UPHILL 
FRANKLIN RICHARDS 
WILLIAM S HELDON 
ZELDA THOMAS 
BUEHL RAY 
The Handboo.k is .a~1 an nu al f~cu lty-s~~dent publication. It is issued to the students in Sep-
tember to .acqua~nt them Wit h trad itIOns, customs, rules, and important interests of the 
college. It IS particularly val uab le to ,he Freshmen as a guide book. 
T he ' 37-'38 Ila1Ldboo~ will have a novel feature in its new plates- a diagram of the student 
center, a map of Buff alo, and a photograph of the facade of the main bu ild ing. 
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MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
The role of music in college life has come to be an important one at State. OUf musical facul-
ties are many and varied, and off'er an opportunity for everyone who so desires to take part 
as a performer, or as a listener. 
This year we experienced a valuable addition to our resources in the field of music in the 
form of a fine Hammond organ , which has greatly added to the enjoyment of the assembly 
programs. 
Singing assemblies have become very popular because of the social exhilaration which isderived 
from community singing. Special talent on the part of students is featured on such occasions. 
The various glee clubs combine with the orchestra and individuals to produce a spring con-
cert of great worth . The glee clubs also contribu te to the assembly programs, notably at 
Christmas. 
The growth of the Band has been watched and applauded by students who find it excellent 
in creating enthusiasm at baskethaU games. 
Metnbership in the orchestra is open to all who are interested ltl the activity. It provides 
music for the assemblies and plays on special occasions. 
Also contributing to a broader interest in music a re the various concerts given in our audi-
torium throughout the year hy the Buffalo Sym phony Orchestra under the direction of 
France Autori . 
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M E N S 
PAUL EBEIlMAN 
PERRY BROWN 
LoUIS BLACK 
ROBERT BOLLARD 
LOUIS BLACK 
SHERWOOD BOWKER 
FRANCI S BYRN 
PERR Y BROWN 
PAUL EBERMAN 
ELLSWORTH BALOWIN 
ROBERT BOLl.ARD 
W. KENT C LARKE 
EUGENE HOO LIHAN 
G L E 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
D ONALD CHAM I'AGNE 
ROBERT F ITZGERALD 
GEORGE McGINNIS 
HARRY PARKER 
- 1938 -
EDWARD HUDSPITH 
ALDEN SALLACK 
- 1940 -
]OS E" H POOLE 
E 
GI LMORE ROBERTS 
FREDERICK RUUE N S 
ROBERT RUNN ERSTROM 
ROBERT SCHMIDT 
C L u 
President 
Director 
Treasurer 
Secretm·y-Lib ,.arian 
BENJAMIN ROSENTHAL 
EDWARD SUSAT 
GLENN THOM I' SON 
WILLIAM SHELDON 
CARL ZEH 
EARL TE l-SC HOU 
RALP H UI'TON 
M ICHAEL WO LKULICl-l 
ALEXANDER WYSOCK I 
B 
The Men's Glee Club is the only mu sical organization of its kind for men. The men sing for 
their own enjoyment and development and to entertain aud iences. Their cooperation with 
the Dramatic Club in our Christmas program and th eir participation in the Spring Concert 
and several assemblies have been deepl y appreciated. ·We hope that they will continue this 
activity of unquestionable personal value and also of service to the college. 
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BACK Row: C()()dmaJl, 11Ioikll/iclt, Roberts, Mat,ti'll, Baldwin, SCItOO IlM'ef, TllOtlLP SOtl , SclLmidt 
MIDDLE Row: Ttlschou, Dwyer, Rltll1lus/1'om, Ltvillkilld, WalJ'h, lIudspith, Kossuth, ii uu/iA(/.I/., Su.sat 
FRONT Row: Clarke, Rubt!1Is, C/w'1IIpagtlt, Bollard, l!.·bcrtna·/I, BI'owtl, Black, McGinn is, S(lllacl~ 
\ 
WOMEN'S SENIOR GLE E CLUB 
OFFICERS 
LOIS ROOD President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
1'Teasurer 
LibTal'ian 
ROSEMARY SCHULTZ 
DORIS WYATT 
JEANETTE DOMRES 
IRENE MARTfN 
MARGARET O'DONN ELL 
MISS RUTH SPEIR 
MRS. ROSAMOND ABATE 
Assistant Librarian 
Director 
AccMnpanist 
ELIZABETH CARTER 
EVELYN GRANT 
MARGARET GRAY 
RUTH HA [HHSON 
MARJORIE 1-IOI.LFE LDER 
MARY HORNSBY 
RUTH KATH li R 
JANE DAUMAN 
JUNE CLARKE 
CATHERINE CORNWELL 
MARGARET DOl'r 
MARY DOLE 
YVONNE ASHLEY 
MARTlNA BOEIM 
ESTELLE BRODY 
MAIUE HUIlNS 
LUC II,E CHAI''I.[,\N 
I-I Il1.EN DAV IS 
-1937 -
iv1ARGARET KfHAN 
ELEANOR TARE 
EDITH LAW L ESS 
DORIS MATTESON 
MARION MERGENT HALER 
ROSELYN MEYERS 
MAH.jORIE MILIUS 
ELl:tAIlETH MURRAY 
ALICE NEFF 
MARIE O'CONNOR 
SHIRLEY PASSAGE 
LORETTA REGAN 
El.LA MAE ROHER 
- 1938 -
JEANNETTE DOMRES G ERA LDINE McLAUGHLIN 
D OROTHY GAM MACK MARGARET MILLER 
MARJORIE GLASSER ELLEN MOEST 
R UTH HAENSZEL EVELYN MORGAN 
DORIS MATr H EWSEN FLORENCE PEFFER 
JUNE DOYLE 
J BAN DRAA 
OVERINE EHMAN 
DOROTHY !,:p,\ VETS 
ROSEMARY GAFFNEY 
LOIS LEHNER 
- 1939-
HAZEL LU'PKE 
In,.:NE MARTIN 
LUCILLE l\II ATrERN 
MARGARET MAYER 
MARGAR ET O'DONNELl. 
MARTHA SCHNEID ER 
LOIS ROOD 
ROSEMARY SCHULTZ 
JANET SLACER 
HELEN STECK 
JEANETTE WOJTOWICZ 
MELBA YIENGST 
[V[ARY ZERBY 
BERTHA ROSENBERG 
LILLIAN SMEAD 
ELEANOR TURNER 
£v EI.YN WOODRUFF 
DORIS WYAn' 
GRAC'J~ SCHREINER 
LA VERN.E STONE 
ANNA V. .... N DYKE 
ANNE VELOITE 
VIRGINIA, \V EIFFEND,\CH 
F OURTH Row: Chapman, Brody, Glasstr, Woodruff, !!aenszel, l11tt·gelllhaltt·, Davis, F'.pavels, Dopp, Moe5t, Bowman, 
Ale Laughlin, Peffer 
THIRD Row : Slone, AlaI/ern, O'Donnell, Fan Dyke, O'Connor, Harrison, Siacer, Clarke, Ehman, Lcnlll'r, Gray, 
M iiiuJ', Kather 
SECOND l~ow: Wiuenbach., Gaffney, Schreiner, Za by, 11i l(rray, Regan, PaHage. 111ifler, Rosenbl'fg, Cornwall, Turner, 
M at/I'SO'll, Boltm, Dole 
FIRST Row: Draa, Burns, Neff, DoJII.us, SCh.ill!'!., Mrs, Abate, Rood, Miss Spci'r, IVyatt, lvIar!in, illeyers, (foll/dder, 
Steck 
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WOMEN'S 
JEAN CLARK 
EDITH SNEDECOR 
VIRGINIA ROOT 
JUNIOR 
OFFICERS 
MISS MARY LOUISE McMAHON 
FERNE ALT 
HELEN BODKIN 
EVELYN CAGE 
ROSANNA CHAD 
LURISSA CHILDRESS 
JEAN CLARK 
MARY CLINTON 
MARIETTA CLUFF 
OLGA DAV I ES 
lVIARY DERINGIS 
LUCILLE FISHER 
JEANNE FLECKENS'fETN 
MARGARET GARNER 
HELEN GIRARD 
MEMJ3ERS 
- 1940-
IRMA-HESS 
N ORMA HOFFMAN 
CAROLINE HUBBARD 
IRENE KOVALCIK 
KATHERINE KNIFFIN 
lVIAR-JORIE LOBAUGH 
JEAN LAIRD 
PEARL LINDENllAUM 
RUTH LOSEY 
ELLA MAGUIRE 
GENEVIEVE MARTIN 
KATHERINE McARDLE 
MARJORIE MINKLER 
MARION PASSAGE 
GLEE CLUB 
President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Faculty Adviser 
MARY PIPER 
DORIS PUI-IL 
ANNE QUINLAN 
BARBARA RAY 
V I RG I N I A ROOT 
ANITA SALISBURY 
LOUISE SCHMANKE 
MART BELL SCHOLL 
EDITH SNEDECOR 
I3ERNICE SPEER 
EARI.A SWEENEY 
WILMA TANNER 
EMILY VAN BRUNT 
GERTRUDE VVENGEN13ACI-I 
BACK Row: Childress, FiJCh.n, Tanner, Chad, Cluff, Garner, Berlin, iVlaGuire, Girard 
MIDDLE Row: }JlfSY, Alt, Kovalcik, Davies, Flee/unslein, Schmallkt', Cage, Laird 
FlWNT Row: Scholl, Clinton, Hoffmatl., AliJS ivIcMaholl, Clm'k, S,udecoJ', Bod/~in, Piper, Rwy 
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THE ORCHESTRA 
O FFT C ER S 
IS RAE L GOL DWAT ER 
PERRY BROW N 
EDGAR ENEA 
ROBERT BAKER 
ANNA VANDYKE 
MISS EDNA HURD 
MISS HELEN TUR NE R 
F RANCES CUMMINS 
E DGAR EN EA 
D OROTHY H ILL 
W ALTE R. K OU KAL 
riola 
JEAN ETTE D OMRES 
L AVERNE STON E 
VI RGIN I A CHENEY 
RAE C H EN6Y 
ROD ERT J OHNS 
CtarimtI 
M YRTLE LonES 
ETTA P LACE 
B UEIIL R A Y 
'Cello 
F RANC ES N EVI LU : 
J OH N P IKUS 
SYLVESTE R THOMAS 
ALLEN SCHW,\ RT'I, 
Trombonts 
R O IIERT B AKER 
f/iohl!J 
SaxOph01UI 
CARL H E l NT'Z 
STEVE NViTRA l 
ANNA VA NDYKI': 
D A VTO STREBE 
NORMAN TRUESDALE 
J EAN M AGUtRt: 
J HAN R OllI NSON 
MARY SAUERWEIN 
PimlO 
P t'e.r£dent 
rice-p,.esident 
Libtarian 
L ibra.rian 
Libratian 
Faculty Advim' 
F aculty A dviJe1' 
DAVID SCHRADER 
DOROTH Y SUI.LlVAN 
EA RL T n SCHOU 
M ARGARl-:T UI.I ,RI CH 
Flute 
M A RI ON ME RGENTH AL ER MA RION L~; \vIS 
EDNA MA E S T RONG 
TrumpetI 
YVONNE AS HI.EY 
P ~:RKY B ROWN 
FRANC IS CON RA D 
FluID 
M eiJopho-ne 
E LEANOR WILSON 
WElH:R 
GEOJ( ; E MCGI NN I S 
J OH N N ICHO I.S 
J O~E "HINE P H I L Ll P!' 1 
BaS! 
ALDEN SALLACK 
D-rumI 
ELLSWORTH B ALDWIN 
T he Orchestra not only supplements our assemblies and special programs bu t part icipates 
in the Spring Concert as well. Its large membership pays tribute to its creative possLbilities 
and social attractions, All stud ents wh o play musical instruments are eligible for member-
ship. 
FOU RTH Row: /bhJry, j. PAiltippi, Baker, Trlt tIdllle, Strong, LewiJ, Wilson, Ch(lmpagllt, Enta , Conrad 
T HIRD Row: Nyilroi, Heinr:., /la/~Dyke , i\tlugclltJlall'r, TJumulJ, Schwarh, Pibu, r. Chouy, IVic/io/J, Weber, 
M cGifllliI 
SECON D Row: Saliack, SWlle, Domrn, joJUJI, R. Cltel/ey, lIill, PIau, TeLJcllOu , Ullrich, SIIIIivatl, Baidwill 
F IRST Row: Neville, CUlIl1uilu, Rayt, Sauerwein, Co!dwal<r-, Miff Turner, Rur.qn, KoukaJ, SchNider, MaGuire 
THE BAN D 
OFFI C ERS 
PERRY DROWN 
DOROTHY]. SULLI VAN 
MR. R. S. E Il "RT 
M anager 
Secretary and L ibrarian 
Director 
D O NALD C HA ;"I!'AGNE 
A RTHU R J UBENVILLE 
O SCAR nI XBY 
F I.OR ENC E P HI I.I.I I'P I 
Y VO NNE A~H LF.V 
RA E CH EN EY 
MARIAN L EWIS 
FRANCES P ER I NE 
E L L SWORTH B ALDWIN 
J EAN C LARK 
B ETTY MC I3RID E 
STE V E NY IT RA I 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
FIlANCI~ CONRA D I SRA EL GOLDWATER 
- 1938 -
P ERRY BROWN 
J OSEPHINE P H IL Ll P!' I 
A LDEN SALI,AC K 
VI RGINIA CHENEY 
- 1939-
R O IIERT BAK6R 
M ,\R I E K I RC~I M EYE I{ 
SE IJASTIAN MORTO RANA 
EDNA STRONG 
ANNA VAN D YKE 
L AMA N BRUNER 
- 1940-
NORMAN TRU ESDA L E 
J as EPH BROWN 
R. K. JOH NS 
CHARLES MliRELLO 
AL L EN SCHWART7, 
J A)'l ES B U RK E 
GEORGE M CGINNI S 
JO HN PIKUS 
A NT HONY LAHUE 
MARIE M OORE 
SYLVESTER TUOMAS 
W ILLIAM K ACKAS 
J OHN N ICHOLS 
MUR I El. SU I. l. IVAN 
F R EDE RICK WEHER 
The Band is an indi spen sa ble feature of all sports events and con t ribu tes extensively to 
many other acti vities and prog rams. Its rapid growth in both membership and prestige 
proves that its social appeal is wid e and its future possibilities great . Membership IS open 
to all who play ban d illst rum ent s, 
BACK Row: Sallack, elu,leY, ran Andale, Champagne, Murello, Burke 
MID DL E Row: M01·UJralla, 1\I/oOr(, /lal1 Dykt , Ihint:., j ube)t'oiUe, Stro-ng, Bntlltr, K ircll1neycr, Broom, Baker, Clark, 
KackaI 
F RO NT Row: Peritu, CJUIUY, Scltwatt':., Pikus, Sullivan, .tlr. Ebert, Bruun!, Weber, i1fCGilttlif, J. Phillippi, Mc Bride 
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LES AMATEURS DE LA 
OFFTCERS 
JEAN MAGUIRE 
MARY BLAKE 
HELEN PEARSON 
RlTA MAGNER 
DR. THOMAS CUTT 
MEMB E RS 
- 1937 -
PH YI. I.IS L A"lERSON 
OSCAR 13'XBY 
SYLVIA LUTWACK 
I-JELEN P";A IU>ON 
GERTRUDE CONSJ[}INE 
M A RIA N SOLOMON 
BI~TlY D ESSE RT 
EUGENI, HOOLIHAN 
MAKY BLAKE 
THERESA MAl'nA 
L 1.IC ILLE MATTERN 
SAM CO:>lTE 
J EANNE S ICHERMAN 
-1938-
Lucy PELLICANO 
([ARKIET SISSON 
- 1939 -
J OAN WEllER 
ROSE MARY EAGIN 
- 19'10-
ANIT,\ S ,\ Ll S IIUR Y 
I)OIWHIY (~RANTHAM 
HILDA LAMM 
HELEN HI CKEY 
FRANCE 
Pusident 
Yice-PreJidenl 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Faculty Adviser 
YIII.DRED BRA YMAN 
RrrA MAGNER 
EUZABETH PROH,\SKI\ 
LENORA WAGNER 
KATHER INE ROlt ES 
$,\:\1 L,MAGLIO 
G~:RTRUDE - W l NG EN DACK 
Les Amateurs de la France was first organized in the Autumn of 1935. Since that time its 
membership has grown so rapidly that there can be no doubt concerning its value to those 
who have studied or are now studying the French language. Vitality of discussion and 
spontaneity of conversation are outstandingly characteristic of its frequent meetings. 
The purpose of this organization is to foster an enthusiastic interest and appreciation of 
French culture, customs, and arts. 
I~ACK Row: Lu/wtlck, L(/.Z(!!'J·o'!t, !:'ince'ni, SiHOII, Saiisbu"y, Mattenr, Crall/,nll.1n, Lam1n, TVagnef 
MlI)J)u: I{ow: Bixby, Ron's, i:.:tlgin., Hiday, La11faglio, SI.rtbt, Hoolihan, COllsidilld, Wingt! /1.bacll, DeHefi. COIltt! 
l' I{oN"!" Row: Solomoll, fFeuer, Peanon, Blake, :llaGuirt', Magna, Brayman, Sichumwf, Prohaska 
f, 
A R T K R A F T K L U B 
HELEN PRATr President 
J EANETTE PUTNAM f/ 1'((- President 
FLORENCE PHILLlI'1'1 Secretary 
HARRIET SISSON Corresponding Secretary 
ANNA KUNTZ. 
EVELYN STUDIER 
MR. STANLEY CZURLES } MISS MINA GOOSSEN MRS. MARY FONTANA 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
KIRSTEN ANDERSON 
JANET BENE DICT 
VII{GIN(A CZrmNIE jEWSKI 
FRANCES CU.\1MLNl:! 
CATHERINE KELLY 
FLORENCE PHIL!.II'!' I 
ELJUBETH J OHNSTON 
MARY l) ER INGIS 
ERNEST FLEMIN G 
DOROT HY HAlt/US 
RUTH KATHEIl. 
t\NNETTE K ENNElJY 
,I\NNA KUNT7, 
MARJORIE MILIUS 
JEANETTE P UTNAM 
- 1938-
JOSEPHINE PIlILLll'l'l 
JOYO: POND ER 
KATHEKINI: P OUND 
H EL~N PKA'I'r 
I·L\JOU ET SISSON 
EV E l.YN STUDIER 
- 1939 -
MADI!LINE K ELSEY ADA M ILLER 
- 1940-
CATHERINE S~IITH 
Treasurer 
Bulletin Boards 
Faculty Advisers 
B ARHAM SPENC ER 
ESTHER WEltNP.R 
AUC1! TnWEI, L 
TWILA WA GENER 
STANLEY WI T MEYER 
NORMAN TRUESDA LE 
In the thirteen years of its existence the Art Kraft Klub has steadily grown both in numbers 
and in importance to the college. The clu b supervises posters and bulletin boards, and spon-
sors an annual Stunt Nite, the proceeds of which are devoted to a scholarship fund for art 
students. New members are selected each October from among~ti~ippel'classmell who are 
interested in maintaining the artist ic standards of the college. '\ ' 
BACK Row: Fle1Iwliuf!" CUI'lIit'jt'wski, K(ltlur, Bn/edict, Daillgis. Studier, Miller, iYfHius, Smith, Rt~bClu 
MIDDLE Row: Kelty, r. Ph.·illippi, Cutnmt1/s, Tindell, M,·. Czurle.\, TrutH/ale, Ha1"ri.r, johlUuJ1I, K~m!Cdy, Wernet 
FRONT Row: s£jSOll, Pound, Kunt "!., }diu GOOHW, Prall, !l'frJ, FOllta11a, P.1~tna1ll, F. PAillippi, Spe11cer 
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THE DRAMATIC 
LAWRENCE HANRA'[~l'Y 
LOIS JANE TERRY 
LAMAN BRUNER 
ANN E CALLAHAN 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
-1937 -
GEORGE BRIGHTON HARRIET McMILLAN 
ANNE CALLAHAN EUZABETI-I MURRAY 
DONALD CHAMPAGNE SHIRLEY PASSAGE 
STELLA GRACE Vm .. GINIA POUTIE 
EDITH HEWITT ETHEL REYNOLDS 
ALICE KUMMER BEN ROSENTHAL 
EDITH IVIANTER GEORGE SHERRIE 
- 1938 -
PERRY BROWN RUTH HIRSH 
OSCAR CHAZEN EDWARD HUDSPLTH 
HAROLD FINN 
LAWRENCE HANRATTY 
ROBERT HELSTROM 
DOROTHEA BROWN 
LAMAN BRUNER 
JUNE DOYLE 
MARGE DRINKWATER 
ANTHONY EKES 
GERALD FRIED 
THOMAS ASBURY 
HAROLD AXUilWD 
BETTY BARBER 
VIRGINIA BLAKE 
ROBERT BOLLARD 
ISADORE BUSH 
JAMES BURKE 
JEANNE CLEMENTS 
Em.VARD KELLY 
GERTRUDE MCGOVERN 
HELEN PRATT 
- 1939 -
ROSEMARY GAFFNEY 
ROBERT HARRISHBERG 
ELIZABETH JOHNSTON 
JULIUS KENDALL 
BETTY l\1r ERRILf. 
- 1940 -
JOHN FINN 
ERN EST FLEMING 
JEAN GILLIAT 
ROGER GROTH 
THOMAS HOOLIHAN 
ALICE MESSING 
WILFRED MORIN 
DOROTHY NEUMAN 
C L U B 
President 
V ice-Pres ident 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
BARBARA SPENCER 
Lors JANE TERRY 
EUGENIA TRENT 
NINA TROWBRIDGE 
MIRI AM TUMPOSKY 
RUTH \~7ESTENFELDER 
MARY ZERBY 
DOROTHY ROHMER 
ROSALIND SCHARCH 
RUTH SUGARMAN 
ALICE TEND ELL 
DORIS WYA"IT 
MARGARET O'DONNELL 
BETSY Ross 
JEAN SCRIMSHAW 
GERTRUDE SINGER 
FRANCES SKIDMORE 
ROMA V ALA NeE 
MARION PASSAGE 
JEANNE ROBINSON 
CATHERINE SMITH 
ANNE SN ETSKY 
HEI.EN STACHOWICZ 
GEORGIA VINCENT 
RUTH WAGNER 
JANE WIDRIG 
THE DRAMATIC C L U B 
In recent years there has been a decided increase in interest among the people of the United 
States in dramatics. This interest has not only developed the movie industry from nothing 
to the third largest industry in the world, but it has also stimulated active participation on 
the legitimate stage by these movie-goers. Today, according to the magazine Stage, one 
out of every twenty-five individuals is acting behind footlights somewhere in the United 
States. Every hamlet, town, city, school, and church boasts of its individual Greta Garbos 
and Clark Gables, :who are enthusiastically admired by their local dramatic clique. 
Jane Keeler, formerly of the College faculty is directing the Buffalo Chapter in this wide-
spread theatre organ ization. Early in the fall "The Play-goees" by Pinero was presented as 
a student production of the Dramatic Club for the purpose of raising money for- her new 
Little Theatre movement. 
State Teachers College also has its own individual playhouse, its own Robert Taylors, its 
own workshops, and its own Cecil De Milles-yes, the Dramatic Club with the comb ined 
forces of the Music, I-lome Economics, Industrial, and Art departments is a self-supporting 
theatre in itself. 
This year's Christmas Play, Mona Swann's "Well of Bethlehem," involving the active 
participation of over 200 students, added another tr iumph to Miss Goossen's long list of 
excellent College performances. "Outward Bound/' by Sutton Vane, the Spring performance 
of the Club completed the College cycle of production. 
Not only are the Dramatic Club members increasing the reputation of the College by their 
talents, but they are, through professional and semi-professional appearances, reaping indi-
vidual honors for themselves. The radio, Miss Keeler's Little Theatre, alld other organiza-
tions that demand dramatic ability are providing mediums for this individual success. 
The Drama of the College, always one of the elite forms of enjoyment, finds enthusiastic 
audiences in the students of the College as well as in the members of the community, 
FOU RT H Row: Hirsch, Czerniejewski, Groth, :.1101'/n, Asbury, F1'1/II, Bu.rke, Bltsh, Ka.uil, Ray, FIl!mmillg, Trowbridge, 
Doyle 
THIRO Row: Rohm.er, Ax/erod, Gilliat, Humphrey, Stachowicz, Barber, McGovern, Zerby, EggleJ'ton, Sugarman, 
Scharch, Skidmore, joAnston, Brown, IVidrip, 
SECOND Row: Hudspith, Ekes, Gaffney, Snelsky, Prall, Tindell, Scrimshaw, Bolla-rd, Hewitt, Westcnfelder, Jlerrill, 
Wyau, Poutie, Reynolds, Finn, Kelly 
FIRST Row: Helstrom, 8h(r11'(, Kummer, Passage, Callahan, Terry, l11iSJ GooJSI!JI, Hanratty, Brightoll, CllOmpag1lf , 
Jl,1C1vlillan, 111urray, Bruner, Chazen, Harrisllberg 
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MEN'S CAMPUS C L U B 
BACK Row: Walsh, Richards, Wizeman 
FRONT Row: Mr. Fretz, Wise, lVlr. Grabau 
EDWARD W ISE 
JACK WA I.SH 
FRANKLIN RICHAR DS 
ROBERT PHILLIPS 
ROBERT BORTH 
MR. RAYMOND FRETZ 
MR. ANDREW W. GRABAU 
OFFICERS 
President 
Secl'eta'ry 
Treasurer 
Ceneral College Director 
Industrial Arts DiTtctor 
Faculty Adviser 
j<'aodty Adviser 
I\. valuable men's orgaI1lzation on the campus for the disbursing of the neophyte's social, 
physical, and mental energies is the Men's Campus Club. Through the sponsoring of Fresh-
man Camp, the immed iate admittance of "ye greenhorns" to a paternal organization, the 
Campus Club serves as one of th e greatest orientation factors of wh ich enteri ng men can 
take advantage. 
WAYNE COVERT 
ELMER MARTIN 
ROllERT BORTH 
V INCENT COOI.EY 
ROllERT CUNN INGH,\M 
RAY VOGHT 
ROBERT IIE1~T 
GERA LD KRAUS 
ROHEI1,T LENZ 
MEMBERS 
-1937 -
EDWARD VV'AGENBUSS 
- 1938 -
JOHN PIKUS 
FRANKLIN RICHAIWS 
ALDEN SALLACK 
EDWARD WISE 
'VVILLlA:'f SH ELDON 
JACK V ... 'ALSH 
\ 
MEN'S 
RAY As'!' 
WILLIAM ATK INS 
LAMAN BRUNER 
ROBERT BAKER 
RUSSELL BARROWMAN 
CLIFFORD BORTH 
BURTON C. ..... DRO 
NEAL CANEEN 
SAMUEL CARR 
DONALD CLARK 
SAMUEL CONTE 
J OHN COUGHLIN 
THOMAS ASBURY 
HAROLD AXU-:IWD 
ELLSWORTH BALDW IN 
ROB ERT BOLLARD 
JOSEPH BROWN 
ROBERT BROWN 
JAMES BURKE 
ISADORE BL' SII 
KENT C LA RK E 
JOliN COX 
J ACK CURRY 
MATrHI\W DeGGAN 
JOHN FINN 
CAMPUS 
lhltNARD DEAZLEY 
JOSEPH D1GESARO 
CREDE HAGERT Y 
JOSEPH HOURIIIAN 
RICHARD HUGHES 
ALllERT KINGSTON 
HENIlY KREIS 
LEO LEy[NKIND 
hVING LOR(CH 
DAVID Low 
ALFRED MEGER 
FHANK PlImCE 
EDWARD F1HESTONE 
DU ,\NE HARR IS 
ARTHUR HART MAN 
J OHN HUM,\U:L 
J OSEPH KINZI E 
\VILLIAM KACKAS 
ANTHONY LABuE 
SA)'1UEL LAMAGLIO 
JOHN LIDDLE 
EDMUND MIOD UCKI 
FRED NEUSCI-IEL 
GORDON NICHOLS 
J OHN NICI!OI.S 
-1939 -
DAVID MISSERT 
EDWARD ONODY 
ROBERT PHlLLIPS 
PHILIP POHLMAN 
SALVATORE PULEO 
BUEHL RAY 
WILBUR REESE 
CARL ROST 
HAROLD HuPI' 
ALfRED SADROGA 
STE l' li AN SAVRON 
J-I ARRY T URNER 
-1940-
CARl. I' VEII' I<'ER 
PATRICK PINTO 
RAY PORTER 
DA VID PRI'l'CHARD 
ROBERT RIND ELL 
FREDERICK R UB ENS 
EUGENE RUSIWWSKI 
JOliN SCIIASSAR 
GEORGE SCHIEDER 
ROBERT SCHMIDT 
NORMAN SCHUSSLER 
ALLiiN SCHWARTZ 
C L U B 
ELWOOD SA:'fSON 
HOWARD SENGBUSCH 
DONALD SCHOLZ 
Roy SnfON 
JOHN STACK 
{-lARRY STRICKLAND 
EAR l. TE!.SCHOU 
RAYMOND W·AGNER 
CARl. WEBER 
V·/rLUA.\01 W· I'l.EMAN 
DAVID V'/OODCOCK 
JOSEI'H SCHWAR'I':!, 
ALLEN SEXTON 
VINCI,N'!' Su'nER 
THOMAS TIERNEY 
NORMAN TRUESDALE 
CLIFFORD WALKER 
FREDERlCK WEBER 
GEORGE \VELCH 
JOHN WELCH 
HOWARD V;lIGl-I'nfAN 
ROBERT \V(LGER 
H ERB IIRT ZOLUTSCH 
FOURT H Row: Clark, Finn, llar/man, Bush, Harr is, Rinddl, Hammel, Pinto, Weber, SchuH/er, Tierney, IViglttman, 
Mioducki, R. L. Brown, r. Brown, Ax/crod, Baldwin, Rubens 
T HI IW Row: Liddle, Zoiliuch , Welch, G. Nichols, Stack, Baker, Duggan, SCHgbu:/ch., Schultz, Mcger, Em'ke, Cox, 
KackaJ, ScltaJS(u, Hourihan, Hughe5, Kinzie, iVlissert, Sadroga, Martorana, Sexton, Firestone, .IlsblWY, Neuschel 
SECOND Row: Lo Maggtio, IFalker, Bollard, Telschou, Carr, Fierce, Clark, Sa/ron, Bruner, Atkins, Cadt'O, Levinkind, 
Canem, ScAeider, Kreis, Pohlman, Low, Turner, IFoodcock, Simon, C. BortA, CUrt)', PritcAard, Kingston 
FIRST Row: Conte, Cooley, Zeh, Strunk, A. Campbell, Minkel, Wagenblass, Eberle, R. Borth, JJagerty, PAillipJ, 
R. Voght, Del Popolo, l.enz; Cunn'ingham, Coughlin, Samson, Ast, lleist 
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NON-RES I DENT ASSOCIATION 
OF FICERS 
RUTH HARVEY President (first sen1ester) 
JANE VAN VLACK President (second-semester) 
ANNETTE PAUSEWANG Vice-President 
MARIAN LEWIS Corresponding Secretary 
HILDA WIELAND Rum'ding Secretary 
ZELDA THOMAS Treasurer 
DEAN CATH ERINE REED Faculty A dviw· 
The Non-Resident Association is a club for State 's co-eds whose hom es are ollt-of-town. 
It is a social organization and plans its yearly programs with th e aim of helping the nOI1-
residents to fill their idle moments. Among the many activit ies sponsored hy the N. R. A. 
this year were: a Pet Show, a Valentin e Party, Co-ed Talkies, and a form al banquet in 
May to close the program. 
FOURTH Row: Eddy, // brams, f/romdll, Pemur, / / lIdtrJOtI, M oore, :.11atusik, :l1ummert. Curtrighl" Kum.mer, Tr()w~ 
bridge, Cinn, Slraighi, BO'll/eLl, CoLby, Elliott, W oodruff, Va.n Dyke, S~betu-r, Marlitl 
THI RD Row: johnston , Willer, GilleU, EhmaJl, Wrig/u, POJldtr, Maffia. L. Reid, Pellicano . Ni/(( Smith., Rou S11~ilh, 
l'ilLou, Benning, Thompson, Sto.u , VelotU, A'/iller, Ca"lIer , Fleckenstein, Van IJr zull 
SECO ND Row : M cBride, Gerber, Gray. Merge.lIlhaler, Russ, Coodriclt , Widrig, A sftley, Rodiu . / / ckroyd, D01nbrowsh, 
Osbonu, Peck, Cntn.Jtolj, Pai lu, BartOfi, Cu p, D()t/zras, Ilfilln, Dering;s 
FIRST Row: Smith., Brice, K abel, Gaffney, Ke1lyon, Obu, r.CW1·S, 11"£eland, HaNley, Miss Reed, Thomas, /lall Plack, 
Clark, SIICJUOT, 0' Reilly, Scluu idcT, l.ohaugh 
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NON-RESIDENT ASSOCIATION 
BETTY BA RTON 
ELIZABETH GILLE'I~r 
KATHLEEN GOODRICH 
RUTH GuP 
LEOCODI A RA N KOS KI 
DOROTHEA ELLIOTT 
MARJORIE HOLLE NB EC K 
KATH ERI N E K ENYON 
TIIERESA MAFI' IA 
FERN ACKROYD 
DORIS ANDERS ON 
YVONNE ASHLEY 
MARY AGNES CASEY 
L ILLA CORTRIGHT 
WILMA DOLK 
WANDA DOMBROWSKI 
ANNE FENNELL 
ELEANOR FI SHER 
ROSEMARY GAFFNEY 
LOI S GLEASO N 
L O U IS E H AGEN 
EMMA HILLER 
GENEVIEVE ABRAMS 
HELEN ANDE RSON 
MARGARET Rill EIl L I':V 
ETH EL BRICE 
LURISSA CHILDRESS 
ANN E'nE C I NN 
JEAN CLARK 
MARY CLINTO N 
MARIETTA CLUFF 
MARY C OOK 
MIRIAM CORB I N 
JE NN IE CRA NSTON 
MARY DERl NG IS 
HELE N DOMRAS 
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MEMBERS 
-1937-
DOROTHY GUSTAFSON 
FLO RENCE HINZ 
MAR TON IVIERG ENTHA LER 
-1938 -
MARY MATUSIK 
MAHGARET OnER 
Lucy PELLICA N O 
JOYCE P ONDE R 
LA URA REID 
-1939-
ELIZABETH HUEY 
RITA JERGE 
BETH JOHNSTON 
ELLEN KUNTZ 
MARIAN LE WI S 
VIRG I N IA MARTIN 
BETTY MERRILL 
ADA MILLER 
MARIE MOORE 
ISABELLE MUMMERT 
ANNA O'REILLY 
E TH EL OSBORNE 
AN NL~'ITE PAU SE WA NG 
MARJ ORIE PECK 
- 1940-
JANICE EDDY 
OVERI NE EHMAN 
JEANNE F L ECKENSTEIN 
MARGARET GERNER 
DOROTHY GERBER 
MARGARET GRAY 
J-J ELEN HICKEY 
BARBARA JEAN HASKINS 
MARGARET KABEL 
MADELINE KELSEY 
M A RGERY LEE 
MARJORIE L OBAUGH 
CATHERI NE McARDLE 
JULIA RODIER 
AMELIA STEFFEN HAGEN 
HOPE THOMPSON 
NINA TROW BRlUGE 
GERALDINE Russ 
HARRI ET S ISSON 
ZELDA THOMAS 
JA NE VA N VLAC K 
EV ELYN WOODRUFF 
CLARA PENNER 
FRANCES PERINE 
E,-rA PETERS 
HELEN S INCLA IR 
RITA SM ITH 
HARRIET SOIlETZER 
LA VERNE STONE 
JULIA THOMPSON 
ANNA VANDYKE 
AN N E V ELOITE 
H ILDA WIELA N L> 
AN NA W ITTER 
NAOMI WRIGHT 
BETTY McBRIDE 
MARJOR IE MINCKLER 
MILDRED O'NE IL 
MARY]. RITZENTHA L ER 
LAURA SCHOLL 
EDITH SNEDECOR 
GERD STEINSHO LT 
MARY STRAIGHT 
FRANC ES THOMPSON 
JEA N'l'ILLO U 
EMILY VA N BRUNT 
VERA VANDERCHER 
M ARIE VIOX 
J ANE WIDRIG 
\ 
R U R A L EDUCAT I ON CL U B 
Margaret Sanbor1l LouiJ( KrebJ Dorothy Rohmer Dr. Wofford 
MARGARET SAN ll O RN Pres1:dent 
D OROTHY ROHM ER rice-P'resident 
L O UI SE KREBS Secretary 
JOSEPH I NE PH I LLl PP J T reasurer 
DR. K ATE V. W OFFORD Facult)' Adviser 
Th e Rural Education Club, now a member of the Country Life Associa t ion, is one of our 
largest and most popular organizat ions. Its purpose is to acqu aint students wit h t he social 
problems and characterist ics of fural life. This year, in addi t ion to offering lectures by 
prominent speakers, teachers , and students, at each monthly meeting round table discus-
sions are held in which all acc invited to pa rticipate. Th ere are opportuni t ies for furtheri ng 
hobbies in music, crafts, dramatics, and extension work . The latter, a new reature, consists 
in developing a file of instru ctional In atel'iais to aid ru ral teachers and this group is co-
operat ing with the fac ult y in esta blishing a college Bureau of Instructional Mate rial. 
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R U R A L 
B ETTY B ARTON 
J A NET BEN ED ICT 
EUNI CE ROW El _ 
AMY DALLA GH 
DOROTHEA B LiRTON 
MARY D OLE 
J EAN EHE D OMRES 
D OROT HEA EL LIOTT 
MICHA EL FENIELI.O 
R EVA F IS H 
R OBE RT B A KER 
M ARY CROCUST EN 
M ARGA RET D RIN KWA T ER 
AGNES D ZURSNDA 
CREDS H AG SRTY 
H ELEN HIL L ERY 
MAB EL JEPSON 
EDUCATIO N 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
MAllE I, GOO DENIIURY 
K ATHl.EEN G OO]) IUCH: 
J:<:LIMIlETH HA IUlISON 
NORMA N K OHN 
l'vLuu ON M ER{~ENTlIALER 
- 1938 -
CO RNE LIA H ENDLE R 
EDNA H ERMA N 
\ VALTER KOlJKAL 
LOUISE KREBS 
SYI.VIA L UTWACK 
MARION MAGARGE I. 
MARGA R ET Mll ,I.ER 
l'VlA RGARET NIGRO 
B ETTY P t,ITEN 
MURI!',!. P O RT ER 
J OSEPHINE PHILLII'PI 
D OROTH Y R O HMER 
- 1939-
E f.I 'lA SETH J OH NSTON 
R ITA K ICK 
MARION L EARY 
I-I A'HI. LIP I'KE 
ROSEMARY MALONEY 
MARGE RY MASON 
IRENE MARTIN 
A unRF.Y M c D ONALD 
RUTH: M cMA HON 
D O ROTHY MoOlO-: 
M 1l1i AM M Y!':RS 
MARGARET NOONAN 
MARj ORtE O'CONNOR 
B ETSY Ross 
- 1940 -
Ii ET'J'Y J) ESS ERT J OH N NIC HOLS 
CLU B 
W ILLIAM M ILLER 
F ERN R YE R 
RAYMO ND V OGHT 
l,,\ URA REID 
GI\ RA LDINE Russ 
MARGA RET SA N B ORN 
R UTH SUG,\RMAN 
ELEANO R T URN ER 
EV t:LYN W OODRU FF 
A LT H EA R USSE L L 
MARWN S H ORT 
ROMA VALANCE 
EVELYN 'o\'E N'l, EL 
]."NE W ..: sp 
NAO:'II WR tGHT 
A NNA QU rN LAN 
F O URTH Row: Wtll!,i!l, Rrtssell l WtSP, M cl,augMilt, Buell, Lutwack, Magargd, Cach, NOOI/(Ui, Coodrich, Mcrgmtltail:r, 
Buk, Bt1ltdict, Dietrick, Cup. Bm'ten 
T HIRD Row: Ltory, D~fsert , lIt ndltr, lIarhison, flollenbuk, MciUi1lg, Miller , Rosenberg, Mason, 1'1tnur, Kick, 
Cordoll , Croc1Hton, Elliott, flillt ry, Namatl , D:urt1lda 
S ECOND Row: Mayer, Boxltr, COllsidi1l.t, lIerwill ,_IPingenbach, 11/001'( . -Marti1l, Ross, .Domrn, JepwlI, J oknstoll, 
Lippkt, ClItlt1l1augh., .~falOJuy, MCi\lalum, O'Contlor 
F IRST Row: Burns, Dole, Prohaska, Nigro, Woodntjf, Russ, Krebs, j. Phillippi, Sanborn, RoAmer, Sugar11!aJl, Fish, 
Burte11, Sho-rl, l\J/ytrS, MilleT, j. Nichols 
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Y. W. C. A. 
DOROTHY KRAUSS President 
GRACE WHITELOCK Vicf?-Presidenl 
VIOLA AGI.E Treasurer 
CHRISTINE REID S'eaetary 
DEAN -CATHERINE REED Faculty Adviser 
MISS MARGARET DUPRE i'acu.lty A dviseT 
Our S. T. C. branch of the Y . W . C. A. is a member of the national organization. Its frequent 
meetings offer excellent lectures and are seasoned with discussions of both social and religious 
problems. It sponsors perhaps the greatest opportunity for college orientation, Freshman 
Camp, usually held the weekend following registration each fall. All students are eligible 
for membership despite differences in individual faiths. Its social afFairs afford whoies0l11C 
amusement. 
FOURT H Row: Vaughml, Thomas, AfaGuire, Smalley, Straight, McInl'yre, McLa1lghlilt, May, Sullivan, Dit'lmer, 
Kemledy, !French, [.ederer, iV/rHo', Gard01I, Crocustolt, Lyon, Brierley 
THIRD Row: }darlin, Zebkowski, EMmell, Lee, Cinn, Prohaska, Dote, Burlingame, Benning, Steele, J. Phillippi, 
Thom, DO'!nras, Deringif , Drinkwato ', Feifillger, Bahm, Wagner 
SECOND Row: 0' Reilly, Morgan, Winer, Stont, Garner, Osborne, Grapes, Perin e, Burt.,y, :.lfcLaugItHn, Buell, Mehling, 
Weber, Schultz, K eister, Gup, r, Smith, Peters, KieL, ralence 
FIRST Row: kfallue, Rool, Liermo, Kealing, Thomas, Clark, Smead, Whitelock, Krauss, :lfiss Reed, Agley, Pierce, 
Scrimrhaw, KorJalci/~, ScJunk, Reid, Phelps 
I 
LUCILLE llAHM 
KATHLEEN JACOBS 
VIOLA AGLE 
MAIHON BUELL 
W INIFRED BURLEY 
JUNE CLARKE 
MARY DOLE 
MILDRED DUTTWEILER 
LUCILLE FENTON 
RUTH FRANK 
MARY CROCUSTON 
FLORENCE GARDON 
DOROTHY KElL 
M ILDRED KEISTER 
ETHEL OSBOKNE 
ANNETTE PAUSEWANG 
FRANCES PERIN E 
ETTA PETERS 
HELEN BENNING 
HAZEL BONNELL 
ELEANOR CARLAND 
ANNETTE CINN 
HELEN CRANDALL 
MAH Y DERINGIS 
VIRGINIA DIET11ER 
JEANNE DOUSON 
HELEN DOMROS 
MARGARET GARNER 
ZELLA GRAPES 
MARY KEATING 
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Y. W. C. A. 
MEMBERS 
-1937-
ISABEL NOONAN 
-1938 -
ALBERTA KLEINFELDER 
DOROTHY KRAUSS 
GERALDINE MCLAUGHLIN 
GRACE MEHLING 
EVELYN MORGAN 
J OSEPHIN E PHILLIPPI 
ELIZABETH PROHASKA 
-1939-
BE'n'V PHELPS 
PEGGY PRICE 
MARIAN RICH 
AGNES SCHENK 
JEAN SCRIMSHA W 
VERLA SMITH 
KATHRYN STEELE 
L.\ VERNE -STONE 
JeAN THm1 
- 1940 -
htENE KOVALCIK 
BETTY L EDE RER 
MARGERY LEE 
MARY LIDDLE 
ACAPITA LIERMO 
DOROTHY LYAN 
ELLA MAGUIRE 
BETTY MALLU E 
MARY MARTIN 
DOROTHY MAY 
FRANCES McLAUGI-ILlN 
JUNE MEYER 
ISABEL RIDALL 
M I LDRED TINGLER 
CI-lRISTfNE REID 
KATHRYN SCHLENKER 
LILLIAN SMEAD 
MARY STEUDLE 
MARGARET ULI.RICH 
GERTRUDE VAN ARSDALE 
DELORES VON PLESS 
KATHRYN WASS 
MARION THOMAS 
ROMA V ALANCI 
LENORA WAGNER 
JOAN WEBER 
GRACE WHITELOCK 
FRANCES WrLKS 
ANNE WITTEN 
MARGARET \VRENCI-I 
GERTRUDE MOSER 
NANCY REID 
VIRGINIA ROOT 
MARGARET SMA LLEY 
GRACE STEVENSON 
MARY STRAIGHT 
MURIEL SULLIVAN 
DOROTHY THOMAS 
FRANCES THOMPSON 
TVTARTHA VAUGHN 
OLIVE WILLIAMS 
VICTORIA ZAHKOWSKJ 
11 
\ 
I 
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB 
RUTH FRANK 
JUNE CLARKE 
ISABEL NOONAN 
BEVERLY FISCHER 
DOROTHY EICHHORN 
DORIS WYATT 
DORIS ANDERSON 
JEAN TILLOU 
MISS ROUDEBUSH 
OFFICERS 
P 'resident 
Vice-President 
Secretat·y 
Treasurer 
Senio1' Representative 
JunioT Representative 
Sophomore Representative 
Freshman Representative 
Faculty Adviser 
The Home Economics Club accepts as members all students in the Home Economics 
Department who have expressed their desire to join by earning the required number of 
points. The aim is to stimulate professional interest and provide social contacts for its mem-
bers. The club is affiliated with the National and State Home Economics Association and 
acted as hostess to the latter at its 1937 Convention held at the Statler Hotel April 30 and 
May 1. The annual Stuffed Animal and the Mum Sales were for the purpose of raising 
money to donate to the International Scholarship Fund. The club took charge of the Home 
Economics activities on All-Vocational Day. 
FOURTH Raw: Yuhi, Huey, IYilt,'r, Vroma'n, Penner, Ashlcy, Lavis, Bahm, Pettit, Dombrowski, l11-um-mert, Kr(fnu/", 
Erlin, Pack, Powers, Banget't, Steudlc, Welch 
TH IRD Row: Com'ad, Albt'ir.hl, Heinold, Klein/elder, Payelt, Ullrich, Dut/weiler, Kilcoyne, MaGuire, Cortright, 
Ackroyd, Fosberg, Swcctapple, Recker, Fischer, Fisher , SUJJOW, k[arlin, Carney, Brown 
SECOND Row: Mm'ray, Crawford, Hi liZ, Reed, Chase, Han'is, Humphrey, Kenyon, RlJwot'th, Senttl/ 'L, ,Veil, Wood, 
Fenlon, Thomas, ScAreiller, Tinglet', Cutlel', !Tarley, IVcijJclIbaclt, SYJ'awse 
FmsT Row: Barli, Unc, Wyatt, Anderson, Seldellker , Ridall, Eichhorn, Fisher, Min Roudebtuh, Frank, elm'k, 
Noonan, Tt'llou, Van AYJdale, Scharlock, Drtgtr, LiNk, Urban 
IS° 
HOME 
LUCILLE BARM 
KATHLEEN BARBER 
ALICE BRADFORD 
THELMA CHASE 
MARGARET COUGHLIN 
EMILY CUTLER 
DOROTHY EICHHORN 
GRACE FRELING 
ELEANOR MURRAY 
LOUISE BACKUS 
ALICE BANGERT 
FLORENCE CLARK 
INEZ CRAWFORD 
1'vIrLDRED DUTTWEI LER 
HELEN ELSWORTH 
LUCILLE FENTON 
MARION FislI ER 
RUTH FRANK 
FERN ACK ROYD 
LILLIAN ALBRIGHT 
DORIS ANDERSON 
YVONNE ASHLEY 
LILA CORTRlGHT 
ESTHER 13 ECKER 
LUCILLE FISCHER 
ECONOMICS CLUB 
MEMBERS 
- 1937 -
ELEANOR MYERS 
ALICE NEFF 
ISABEL NOONAN 
RUTH OAKES 
RUTH OLSON 
JANE PETTIT 
DORA REED 
MARY RICHARDSON 
- 1938 -
LOIS GREEN 
RUTH HARRISON 
ADELE HEINHOLD 
RUTH HIRSH 
LOIS HUMPHREY 
KATHERINE KENYON 
NIARIE KILCOYN E 
ALBERTA KLEINFELDER 
MILDRED Lussow 
BLANCHE PACK 
- 1939 -
RUTH ERLIN 
BEVERLY F I SHER 
GLADYS FOSBERG 
PHYLLIS HARLEY 
SYI" VIA KRAMER 
- 1940 -
PHYLLIS LINE 
ELLA MAGUIRE 
PEGGY SMALLEY 
ISABEL RWALL 
HARRIET SCHARLOCK 
ROSEMARY SCHU LTZ 
MARY STRAND 
MILDRED TINGLER 
ROSEMARY UPHILL 
ELIZAB ETH WEST 
CAROLYN VVHITELOCK 
DORIS YUHL 
CATHERINE PAGE'IT 
CATHERINE REID 
KATHERINE SCHLENKER 
MARY ST EUDLE 
DOROTHY SWEITZER 
MARGARET ULLRICH 
GERTRUDE VAN ARSDA LE 
DOROTHY WELSH 
DORIS WYATI' 
MILDRED KREGER 
iVIARION LEWTS 
MABEL LINK 
, ISABEL lVlur'l'IMERT 
CLARA PENNER 
HAZEL SWEETAPPLE 
JEAN TILLOU 
\ 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS 
MR. SYLVESTER T. KOLASSA ' 19, '36 
MRs. HERBERT J. VOGELSANG '28 
MISS ELOISE WEIMAR '25 
MR. FREDERICK SCHULTZ '16 
MR. PAUL WAMSLEY '15 
MR. I-IoMER F. CASE '11 
1934-1937 
MISS THELMA SWACHAMER '30 
MR. ARTHUR C. YORK '32 
MRs. CARL WEDELL'26 
DIRECTORS 
1936-1939 
Pres'ident 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
F£nancial Secretary 
lfistorian 
1935-1938 
MISS JEA NETTE WAGNER '25 
MR. BYRON W. SCHOTTIN '26 
MR. GEORGE SCHULTZ '29 
MRs. CAROLINE GORDNIER, Permanent Alumni SeC1'etary 
DIRECTORS-BRANCH ORGANIZATIONS 
MISS IRENE CURLEY '27 
EARL H. PARKER '28 
MRS. HARVEY NARIGAN '29, '34 
MRs. ALLEN LAESE '31, '35 
MRS. ARTHUR AHR '25 . 
MR. FLOYD M. MILLER '28 
MR. WALDEN S. Co FRAN '27 . 
MIss ELIZABETH HERZOG '17 
MISS KAY SARGENT '10 
MR. CARLETON BECK '29, '34 
TEHRD Row: Mr. Fonlana, l\Ir. York, AIr , C. Sckultz 
Southern Tier Group 
Niagara Falls 
Kenmore 
Akron 
Hamburg 
Jamestown 
Batavia 
Olean 
East AuroTa 
l,ockport 
SECOND Row: ,Mis.s Wagnet', lvlrs. Wedell, Mrs. Gordnl:tr, Miss Swachamtr 
FIRST Row: lVIr, }" Schultz., All's. Vogtisallg, !\-Ir, Kolassa, iflisJ' Weimar, Mr. Warnsle-y ATHLETICS 
'\ 
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
PAUL COLEMAN 
EDITH LAWLEss 
PHILIP LAFORNARA 
JOSEPHINE PHILLIPPI 
MR. HUBERT E. COYER 
MR. JOHN FONTANA 
MISS RUTH E. HOUSTON 
OFFICERS 
President 
Vice-President 
Men's Secretm'Y- Treasurer 
Women's Secrewry- Treasurer 
Faculty Ad't'ist1' 
Faculty A(/viser 
Faculty Advise1' 
In the past year, State has annexed still greater glories in athletics, The influence of the 
Athletic Association has been responsible in no small way for the successes that have been 
ours. 
The popularity of basketball has remained unchallenged by any other sport at State, 
Nevertheless, through the efforts of the association,· soccer has gained many fans and the 
admiration of many competitive college tean1S. Increased interest in swimming has made it 
possible for Stat.e to exhibit its abilities to many district colleges, and another successful 
interclass cross-country meet has insured the permanency of this event on Ollr sports 
calendar. Then too, Alumni Field has come into greater use! having been of service in 
soccer, baseball, tennis, archery, and track. 
All of these improvements have come through the mediation of the Athletic Association 
with the invaluable assistance of Mr. Hubert E. Coyer and Miss Ruth E. Houston. 
STANDING: Lawlos, Coleman, La/ornara 
SEATED: ~l1r. Funtana, lHiss Houstun, Mr. Coyer 
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RES E R' V E BASKETBALL 
Many interesting prelimin~ries were serv~d up by the Reserves d~lring the year. .By far ~he 
best game was the final wIth the FredonI.a Normal Reserve~, whIch, ~nllsllal fOl. a prehm-
inary, kept the crowd on edge and cheerIng throughout, wIth State Just managlllg to eke 
an 18- 17 decision. 
The squad, augmented by freshmt:n at times, c0!1sisted of Captain I3~njamin Rosenthal! 
William Wizeman, Harold Rupp, Fred Fuller, MIlton Dutcher. Bob HIckey was coach. 
Reserves 24 
Reserves 13 
Reserves 10 
Reserves 17 
Rc~crves 13 
Reserves 14 
Reserves 18 
SEASON'S RECORD 
Buffalo Athletic Club 
N iagara Frosh 
Niagara Frosh 
Genesee Wesleyan 
Buffalo Collegiate Center 
Neumann High School 
F redonia Reserves 
Totals: Reserves 10) Opponents 164 
16 
26 
21 
32 
U 
28 
17 
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL 
With a little more seasoning, many of the Freshmen will be push.ing the ~arsity: regulars for 
their posts. To Bill Murphy go the plaudits. for the cleverest bit of actlOn th~s season: In 
the Niagara game, seeing an opponent dashing for ~he basket unhllldered, BIll raced and 
neatly nipped his shirt from behind, thus granting hun a lone penalty .shot rather th~n t~e 
t ... vo points he was likely to have made from a bask,et. The squ~d consIsted of CaptaIn Btll 
Murphy, Ray Porter, Fred \Veber, Chester Oletllacz! Pat PllltO! Dave Strebe, Charles 
Ross, Herb Zollitsch, John Finn! Roger Groth! and Coach Leo Kronman. 
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Freshmen 22 
Freshmen 14 
Freshmen 21 
Freshmen 36 
SEASON'S RECORD 
Totals : Freshmen 93 
Eden High School 
Nichols School 
East Aurora High School 
Eden High School 
Op ponen ts 118 
JUNIOR VARSITY BASKETBALL 
BACK Row: Carr, Strebe, W eber, FenieLio. Pit/to, Groth, Beal 
FRONT Row: Porter, Finn, Murphy, Oltniacz, ZolLitch 
16 
40 
31 
31 
\ 
VARSITY BASKETBALL 
HUBERT E . COYER 
DAVID ZWICK ("37) Rochester 
LERoy BECKER ("37) Buffalo 
PAUL COLEMAN ("37) Buffalo 
EDWARD KEWIN ('37) Rochester 
JAMES PERONA ('38) Rochester 
ROBERT REIST ("38) Williamsville 
KENNETH EDMUNDS ('39) Buffalo 
STEPHEN SAFRaN ('39) Buffalo 
STANLEY WITMEYER ('39) Rochester 
PAUL MILLER ('40) Buffalo 
SAMUEL MUNICH ('40) Lackawanna 
LoUIS ROSA ('40) Lackawanna 
SEASON'S RECORD 
Coach 
Captain 
Manager 
Cuard 
Forward 
Forward 
Forward 
Center 
Guard 
Center 
Forward 
Forward 
Forward 
State 36 
State 28 
State 27 
State 35 
State 24 
State 40 
State 33 
State 30 
State 40 
State 36 
University of Toronto 30 
University of Western Ontario 14 
Niagara University 41 
Allegheny College 25 
Nlagara University 30 
Albany State Teachers College 27 
McMaster University 21 
Cortland Normal 22 
Mechanics Institute 23 
Fredo'lia Normal 26 
Totals: S ~atc 329 Opponents 259 
, STANDIN G : Rosa, ';vf1'lle l' , TVilmeyer, EdmUNds, Safron, Kewi"n 
SEATED: Becker, !"/uuich, Reist, Zwick, Colema.n , P et"Ona, l'IJ' . Coycr 
VARSITY BASKETBALL 
C,\I'TAIN DAVE ZWICK 
Playing its most difficult schedule, one studded \vith teams from leading universities and 
colleges, the varsity hung up the enviable record of eight wins to two losses, both to that 
bitter rival, N iagara University. Thus the team achieved the best percentage ll1 the western 
New York area. The team returned to the heights after a lapse of a year by taking the mythi-
cal State Teacher Training; Institute title, and went a step further by conquering its first 
major school, the University of Toronto. 
Time-proven rivals held the stage in a season marked by a preponderance of home games, 
the exception being- one trip to Monteagle Ridge. Overflowing crowds on each home game 
occasion proved that the time is ripe to move the team into bigger quarters. The two Niagara 
games claimed their usual share of attention, seconded by the defeat of Cortland Normal. 
The latter defeat was inevitable, followi ng as it did the burning of the Cortland Jinx by 
Psi Phi Fraternity. Howeverl the spotlight "vas stolen by an under-rated Fredonia Normal 
outfit which kept up with State for three quarters of the game before faltering under a 
-Rashy offensive attack. 
Captain Dave Zwick terminated his brilliant career at State by- taking -the scoring: honors 
for the second straight year with sixty-nine points. Paul Coleman leaves behind the out-
standing accomplishment of filling a regular post for four years. The third of the graduating 
triol Edward Kewin l proved an invaluable asset in his short stay at State. A mid-season re-
enforcement in the form of six foot four Stanley vVitmeyer, greatly enhanced the offensive 
power of the team besides nullifying height advantages possessed by opponents. 
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VA R S T y S o c c E R 
The infant of varsity sports, soccer, established itself as a leading fall activity by virtue of 
its two wins over Colgate University and Allegheny, the nrst since the inception of the sport 
in the fall of 1934. 'The team earned -the title of ((Mudders" because of the quagm ires and 
heavy rains they were forced to play through. Three men, Captain J im Perona, Ray Porter, 
and Dave Zwick fi ll ed roles of iron men, being ullsubstituted in all games. 
Cortland Normal opened the season by engaging State in the first varsity match to be held 
on Alumni Field and eked out a 3 to 1 \vin. Coach Hubert Coyer introduced a !lew method of 
coaching by nervously pacing up and down the length of the field, Two complaints were re-
ceived on the number of balls in the game, one from goaler Zwick, after stopping innumer-
able tries at the goal, and another from Crede Hagerty, after stopping a few high ones with 
his head. 
Jim Perona led his squad to a 2 to 0 victory over Colgate, registering his second and third 
goals of the year, Syracuse followed up with 10 to 2, victory over State, in a game played 
entirely in a driving rain. The contortions in trying to stop on a slippery footing, flying 
spray as players slithered through puddles, the play of Syracuse's Semina, and Hagerty's 
breaking into the scoring column, high-lighted the contest. State closed the season with a 
remarkable 2 to 1 win over a tough Allegheny College squad, the final goal being scored by 
a swarm of players just before the closing whistle. 
BACK Row: KiIlI!,JtOIt, Finn, CLark, EdIllU!uh, Coleman, Hagerty, BrUC,1l(), W. Mille!' 
i\·lIDDLE Row: Mortorallo, Larc, La/omara, Becker, .I:.'/"1l5t, 'Lwick, Wahh, Fenidln , Rbtrman, Piatak 
FRONT Row: Mr. Coyer, Pm·ler, H. Miller, Pero·l/.a, Murphy, E. Martill, migh 
V A R S I T Y SWIMMING 
Reinforced by several promising Freshmen, the varsity swim,m.ing team presented its best 
balanced outfit to date , This augurs well for the future destll1les of the sport. Because of 
the dearth of suitable materialln- this area, Canadian squads were invited to participate in 
the always popular basketball-swimming double-headers. 
Both meets in the win column were of the nip-and-tuck variety, with the final relays deciding 
both. Opposing the cream of the Canadian s\vimmers, ~hree men were able to set new pool 
records: Urho Saari, in the 50 yard free style (25%) and In th~ 100 yard breast stroke (1:12%) 
Tom Tierney in the 200 yard (2:20) and the 400 yard ():217&) free style; and Russell 
Barrmvman in the 50 yard backstroke event (0:34). 
SUMMARY OF SEi\SON 
State 39 
State 28 
State 43 
FRANCIS CONRAD 
WILLIAM NEUMANN 
URHO SAARI 
RUSSELL BARROWMAN 
JEROME KLAWI'ITER 
WALTER LARE 
PETER MCCARTAN 
University of Western Ontario 36 
University of Toronto 56 
fvlciVlaster University 41 
VARSITY MEMBERS 
RICHARD PERRY 
CARL PFEI FFER 
ROBERT PHILLIPS 
ROGER RAWE 
Captain 
Manager 
Coach 
FRANCIS SCHOONOVER 
HOWARD SENGHUSH 
THOMAS TIERNEY 
CARL WEBER 
N ELSON BECK 
ROBERT 130HTII 
SQUAD MEMBERS 
ALBERT KINGSTON, Assistant Manager 
LEo DUSTMAN 
SHERMAN GRAZ I ER 
ALBERT POOL 
ALEX WYSOCKI 
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SEATED ON EDGE: Schoonove',·, McCartan, Sengbush, Wysocki, Phillipps 
STANIHNC;: Kingston, Ktawilll'1', /Ihumann, Tierney, Saari, Barrowman 
SEATED ON BOARD: Rawe, Pfe~ffer, Grm.iu, Lare, lFeber 
INSERT : Captain Francis Conrad 
\ 
C H E E R LEADERS 
GaryL IItddeti FYtd Rubms Frail COllrtld 
Good organ ized chee ring IS impossible without efficient leaders. 'rhat vociferous 
Ca ryl I-ledden, F ra n Conrad, and Fred Ruhens, ve ry capably wheed led out every 
pOV,1er ~rom the collected lungs in both assemblies and on t he cou r t. 
G 0 L F 
trIO, 
bit of 
Aware of the po pularity of the ancient game of "gowlf," State has cngaged in spring and 
fall matches with neighboring institutions, namely, Canisius College, th e University of 
Buffalo, and Niagara University. Although many members of the team have graduated , 
several freshmen and a few upperclassmen who couldn't keep their love of the game a 
secret, organized t hemselves into another strong squad. Michael Feniello, the lone survivor, 
led his cohort, including Bernard Dea'dey and Robert Flanigan to the wars. 
TENNIS 
Because of the short season , a limited bu t diffi cult schedule including district colleges and 
universities wi ll be attempted this spring. This season's squad is bui lt a round a group of 
veterans including Robby Reist, Al Lindeman n, Paul Hirseman , Edward Sikorski, Philip 
Pohlman, and Ray Wagner. 
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MEN'S INTRAMURAL ACTIVITI ES 
The college int.ramural program enjoyed much greater success than rea lized in form er years, 
primarily because of the effici ent manner in which it was con du cted by J nt ramural Manager, 
Howard '[Vliller, aided by h is two assistants, Donald Clark, and H arold Finn. The same spi rit 
of good sportsmanship, good clean fun, and friend li ness prevailed at all times. 
The Freshmen usurped most of the honors d uri ng the fa ll by winning tcam honors in the 
soccer and cross-country events. With Jack Curry and Fred Rubens notch ing lip scores in 
the second overtime period, the Frosh defeated the Sophomores for the soccer title, 2 to O. 
Although Ray Ast, Sophomore, paced the field to win the fou rth annual cross-cou nt ry run 
by fifty yards, the Frosh added Paul Miller, John Finn, and Bi ll Kachs, to R ay Porter's 
second, an d Roger Rawe's third to take team honors. Porter kep t the precedcnt of having a 
F resh man take either first or second place in the annual event intact by placing behind Ast. 
Basketball occupied the attentio:l of all during the wi nter months, with the Industrial Arts 
Seniors taking t hc championship from t he defendi ng G eneral College Juniors. They finished 
two games ah ead of their closcst rivals by running through a seven-game sched ule undefeated. 
Championships which had not been decid ed as the ELMS went to press were: men's badminton 
singles, tennis singles and doubles, softball, track, swimming, boxi ng, ,golf, ping pong, and 
fo ul shooting. 
Tests for Sigma Delta Psi, national ho ;,orary athletic fraternity, were con du cted th roughout 
the year, under the supervision of N[ I'. Hubert Coyer. 
--------------------------------______ .7 .......... 
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G R L s' A T H L E T c s 
To make a significant generalization on women's sports, it would be enough to say that the 
part icipation numbers or lhis year uutrank thuse of the previolls years. Credit can be justly 
given to the training staff und er whose supervision the women of the college are encouraged 
to join the various act ivities. 
BASKETBALL 
As a major sports activity for women , basket ball has attracted many more pa rtic ipa nts this 
year than formerly. The Freshm an and Sophomore teams were of especiall y fine calibre, 
making the tournament a lively contest. Winn ing over the _Frosh Home Ec-ers, Soph Section 
III claimed the section championship. 
An after-tournament game between the girl champions and the men facu lty added novelty 
to the basketball schedule, and a contribution to the Joint Charit ies Campaign . T he follow-
ing girls make the 1936-37 Orange-Black Team : Seniors: Isabelle Clifford , Helen McLane, 
Ellen O'Brien, Grace Perry, Lois Rood. Sophomores: Kay Albrechtson, I-Ielen Cepura, 
Mary Dobony, June Doyle, Ma rgaret Felsi nger, Eleanor Fisher, Elizabeth I-Iuey, Isabelle 
Mummert, F rances Perine, Rita Smi th. F reshmen: Esther Becker, Lau ra Fisher, Jeanne 
F leckenstein, Dorothy Johnston, Vera Kinsley, Katherine Kniffin, Patrina Militello, 
Margaret Miller, Amelia Woeppel. 
SWIMMING 
With more good swimmers entering from high school and with defin ite goa ls set for F reshmen 
and Sophomores particil?at ing in swimming, t he interest in the pool has grown. T he National 
Red Cross Life Saving Class has been held weekly for the advanced groups. 
Whereas the Life Saving Class caters on ly to expe rt swimmers, the annu al Swimming Meet 
makes no such dem arcation. The large and varied number of events hrin g the Swimming 
Meet within reach of experts and begi nners alike. 
J UNIOR-SEN IOR GIRLS' BAS KETIlALL T EAM 
STA NDI NG: e ,.da PUf'Y, F,lt'zabetlt Rennick 
SEATED : Isabelle CI~tJordt Lois Rood, /fe/en i11cLal1e 
[62 
G I R L S' TENNI S 
BADMI N TO N 
With spring comes hadminton. The enthusiast s for this game, and they are man y, ca n ha rdly 
wait for the basketball tournamen t t o fin ish. 
Each year two tournaments are held, mixed doubles and women ' s douhles, to determine 
badminton champs on t he campus. T his annual contest always brings forth about thirty 
tea ms. Last year's win ners of women's doubles were E ugenia Trent and Shirley Kempller. 
Don Clark and Marg Noonan won t he mixed douhles. 
TE N NIS 
Mr. Kronman , professional tennis player and instructor at the School of Practice, coached 
the women in tennis in the ea rly fall. At the same time the players centered t heir attention 
upon a tennis tou rn ament whi ch excelled perhaps any ten nis contest held at Sta te. I n the 
finals, Kathleen Wass, Senio r. lost to Helen Bokus, Freshman , in a match unsurpassed on 
this campus. 
TABLE TENNIS 
Not t o be outdone by other sports, table tenn is enthus iast.s han their own tourn ament. This 
sport is ve ry popular, especially among members of the Freshm an Class. It ;s seldom t hat 
the tables in the Recreat ion Room are not in use. 
FREs m lAN-SOPHO\ IORE GIRLS' BASKETB AL L 
BACK Row : M ary DoboJlY, EIi=a!utlJ fl ury, lsabt:llc M ammal, E leat/or F is /u/', JU lie Doyle, Rita Smith 
MIDDLE Row: irma Nus, j eall 'lIt PI£ckeltslti l~, Gud SleiIHJwIJ, /Jmelia lJIoeppeJ, Patritlfl M-iJi,ello, Frat/cn Perille 
FRONT Row: Ve,.a KillsJey, !,aura Fisher, K alfuri ,tt K niffell , J1(~rga1'tt M iller, Estlle1' Becker 
\ 
JUNIOR RED CROSS LIFE SAV I NG CLASS 
LuriJSo Ch£ldrt'sJ , Virginia ROO f. Rosoll1/a Chad, Firgillia Rlake, Evely" Cage, f/I!W Kill.dey 
KATIlERIN£ ALBRECHTSON 
DORoTH EA BROWN 
MARIE B U RNS 
ELE ANOR CARI.AND 
EILREN CARNEY 
MARY- CARTER 
CLA SS M EM HERS NOT TN I'T CTU R E 
K.oI.HIEK1NE CHALMERS 
II EI.I'.N DAVI S 
PRISCILLA GIBSON 
MA llY KEATING 
MARJ ORIE O'CONNI<R 
MARION PASSAGE 
TENNIS 
Ihlell Boktu Kathryn 11'(1.$5 
MARY PIPER 
N OllA R YAN 
CAROL IN E SCHEU 
BETTY ' j' E lt HAA R 
R U'I'H TOTli [1.1. 
MARGARET ULRICH 
. ' 
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COLLEGE DAYS 
I 
l 
LIFE AT STATE 
• 
HI[ lAB-DOlOR~5 MARGARU 
, , CLA55~OOM -All(~ DORI5 I 
L1BRAQY-MARG MARl( B[N I , DRAfTING -JOYCf • 
J [ A N T~~ CO-OD-ANNnH B kITl 
THE ENRICHED CURRICULUM 
WOOl) BUTCHR 
KINGSTON, MUNICll, 
B [ ( k f R" l A ~O DNA R A, 
CLARK 8RUCATO 
'POQHQ 
PAUL 
COUMAN 
IUNRATTY AND COMPANY MA\( £ 
UP fOQ ORISTMA5 PLAY 
AT kiN 5 I PIN TO I Q U H N ( R-
STIlOM, IWMBOUGI.I 
-
BAOSTA<a - G [QDG~ 
BDIG"TO.N , BOB 
IURQISII B U QG 
IHOOMfR GIOl,GUH BAIHSklNS IN TIH U5T BB125KIN IN TilE wm 
FRO S H 
50PlIS BOTII CLAIM VICTOIH 
I 
HORGE AND JOliN WH511 
OLUIIACZ, DOUSSHL[ 
WAQNIKG5 
I 
~. Z { D [Q , A . ( I N N . 50PIIOMOQ[ (OUtH 
F ROS II 
F DO S \I 0 FF (N J)[ Q 
BfIH(j COUQHD 
rQOIIMAH WUK 
SOPHS 
.--- . 
. JI!~' FJ.t " j 'f. 
UTUGLIA,LENZ, TIIOMA5 ,(A~R 
t -'..:. 
C BO ~ T II [A T SON T J M E -
N.Y.A.TIM[ 
, 
MID5UMMU~ NIGUT5 DREAM· JOliN STACK 
J.lAGGUHY,S<UOLAQ tN(A,VIOllHI5r V.A(jl£, WOODCOCK, CLARK 
JUNIORS 
IH CLASS A.T TIH lHDG£ PERRY BROWN ltADS TIHBAND 
INDU5TQIAl JUNIORS M A Q G .s A N B O.R N 
JUNIO~5 WIN SING P[~ONA IHIG"H 
I P[RIH BROWN 
S E N IORS 
RICUAQD5 IHiS T I G R055MA-N 
. I 
D.WH~U, T. CHA.s~ lOI.5 JANE T[~RY 
llICUAQD.5, (J.lAMPAGN£ 
GOL OW AT [R "CON RAD 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I 
STUDENTS ALL 
MOVING UP DAY (OMMIl'Hf Tilt 5A~OPIIONE QUARTO 
J 
D. CUAM PH N£ ,M.l[ RBY, A.DIMBOWSK I l5Hll[ 
J. DR A A M. M ( R<;{ NT U A 1 [ R , HG ,.5UIIH[Y,AMELIA, BETTY JAN[ 
£ D 
ODDS AND ENDS 
"WEll OF BETlll[U'M" 
Sf' 4'IO~ 
8. BARTON 
Pili L 
DllU K~PPA (HHQTAINS PL[/)(i[5 Q05[MAQY 
, ? -
FACULTY 
DR. ANNA M. G[MMILL MRS. ijAH5[N, ~.N. 
~:.---.-.-~~.~.- ---= 
RlCOQD PAIHY - MR. CZURlLS, MR.HHTZ, MD.IIU(lIN5i D~. RO(KWHl, DR. PHERSON 
MR.fIHRT M Q. ROOH Q 
MR. (oyro MIL~OHl WITU JINX BAT/ U. MI1U12 
. 
QUA<k£H8USII, 5UERDY, FONTAHA,PlllLlIPPI,P£T£R50N,II£PPINSn.1l,S.<HOlHBO~N 
1I0USTON, ~ORN, "fRTlBlIlCi,£8[RT,(ZUIHES,W[BII2, ROCKWEll 
\ 
--tl UCK{J;): -
, 
7a-on 2)C2ncl~ 
~ 
I ' 
". 
GlODG[ IHI(d~ 
SPORT SHOTS 
(A PT A I K Z W I ( k 
STAn vs. 
NIAGAIH-
HIAGHA 
H LL.:'> '+ 
• 
PING PONG, HORSES AND WITMEYER 
IUCfH A T ION ROOM 
, 
DON (iA~K APPLAU 05 SAAOIS SWAN OIVf 
~DMUND5 V5. WilliAMS 
,SUH V5. Bf.50N5 
UORS[ PLAY - PSI Pili 
STU NT- PUL[O 51KOQ5KI 
. , 
CODTlANO SO«£O TDID - (OHO, BUG lI, E~N5T, ZWICK STAN WIT/tHHQ 
:5. T. c. 
li Fe to rpe nd 
booK. attenJ 
Ue:r~r to !lay Aft 
~~~~ Who aid once run (aft 
In affe m b1y 1m, \ 
We take 'r()11 call 
Frefhman fu,we. 
1, TUIl ~f War 
School t\"(.ll1ey~ fhrtke 
Ana ra.e 'ket m~'ke. 
Cave mtm days 
New mu,-al portny:l 
'Fro~h elite 
The 'Fac.ult;y meet-
~rr. 1 .... ' ·115 · 1I.t<&IST1<RnGn 
~t~ 18 - l'Re~TT1RI') (RmP 
5t-PT. 2'5 - HOrrlEo ~. DRnCi. 
O~T. 2. t'1U)5H- SOP>! . \'RQ:TY' 
ocr. 3- QI'f:fiIl'lc. 5CXU:R ~A~ 
ocr. 9· S5.. 'Z. DAnc€: 
Qt."!'. I (, . 1T K'!Z.. Of'lOCf. 
OCT. ?O - A IC OAnU: 
noV. Co - JR.. o.f'I~5 ~l<:"'Y 
nov. 1~'~Tr \)f.I()<..E. 
nov. '1..<; 1\IIIn<.5~WIt\(; ~~IOt) 
0"<.. "". A-s.J\ ()fI .... C€ 
i){;t. " - IiI"'S"~TeRL~ ~",son 
OPf.nl"" 
A gUed fhin knocker 
Ir Varftty Soc.cer 
All jeep ana. p-ranc.e. 
At. Soph. -Swell.te-r ~ 
We live in fear 
'Whe.n ~lI.ming:, are neaT 
Guinea C1llS5 1<.1.ng 
At Int:e1"c.l~ Sing 
"Well c1 Bethle.hem" 
Waf ou.r Xmas gem 
G.reat t:) wr fa-me 
In the 'baf'ketbaJl ~ 
OH.- G - (H.limnl ~R 
lIH_· ,, - 'SOP,", SW~ATe,o. IX'In(.k. 
O~c. · I~- \4- - )(mf'l5 \,LlW 
D~t. 18· Jun,ol;!. PQj)rn 
Ole.. la- "'''''I'I~ Yf"lc. ... T'on 
.JAr). 18->!2. - ~An')Ir)f\,..'()()~ 
PDJMER 
'V:\itm~ Eg~lerton is fta:r 
As alTisl:e.nt regl(tl"ar 
To Dcrrml.tUl")' de fi I"es 
Thi.:i · \n(titution al'pires 
Co 1eman at:ta.c.'k.s 
Low Bliln Kel: - tax: 
l2eco,.J doth cheer 
Its twello/ -fifth yea,,-
\kJube and GILp thrive 
In (ommuml)' Drive 
Greek D~ we know 
~ -Stunt. Nlte Show 
Glee Clu hs Sing 
In time of [pring 
mAR· 19 · 0i:.Y" OAnc.(. 
~ATIt<.6 
E8'YTE 
JPo\1. t.9 • n·R." m.c..c. T· Dl'lnCE 
FE\!J . 14- 19 - ~q,,. KAAFr EXtU&,T 
F£~. '/.l- % - f\l()511 "'m EXHII3IT 
mRc:t.. II - 'jT\Jrrr Oln: 
mAR- ~..;.. . EPt!:JTEQ. v Pt<'f'lTIOn 
~p.JL 9 . '1'<1> o~nc£ 
f'PQ.Il... IE;, - '::Opt{ . 13f\12.n DAtl<:...E. 
~PRIL l"t · G.~f!: (..I...IJ~ n'5'nVRl... 
~pQiL. 19 · R\'L VOcATlon'\\.." \)oRr 
~P0L 'l'!lo . Sf.:1'110Q. ~LL 
mAR.. I~- A~-r OAr'K.E 
t'I')~tt. . 11 - fQ(J)I..1)' • GIj:U.'; ~~8AL\.. 
m"R. Ie . 5P~nG c.onc..(.RT 
Alpha. do\;h. cnll 
At our Senior BOo11 
SOl"o"i.tle.~ dlrplny 
On "Pan -J-re.11 " DC!)' 
Ta.le.nt was touna. 
In «Outward Bou.na '" 
Terry, Q~een cf M<;y 
On Movi~-Up-D~ 
Champagne ana Sherrie 
To -make life merr'te 
Gr&auates tell 
I7cmJ fa.re wel I 
With ~e.alou:; j eft 
We ena this text 
APl2.tL :t6 - RCD~H COArQnATtOf) Dt\no, 
RI'I<IL ?51. '!>O • 'JPRlr)(, Pl.Ay 
tn"Y l> . PAn -"" .... <" It. 1>"1)1' 
"'''Y , - IT A e D~nCE 
(l11\y' ''1 - mov1f"'\c.-uP o~y 
JOt'lt .3 - E:,cA"""'t"lFlrtOI"")!i 
Juf'llE:- I~- '() - Q;;)rl'Yl')(..'I"'lC."-rY'IE:.,.,T 
REMEMBER 
IU([JVING JINX BAT- (OHO/5(IIA~HQ/QUIII­
MIK[ ~[NI[LlO 
LlVAN, fO[TZ, 
IH 1 PO Pbl, BOB-
-BY ~.I (ONIHf) 
, '-
!lOWI ~ 
M 0 V I N G U D DAY, '3(; 
SIGMA 51<iMA AND 51GMA 515HDS 
ART (1455 PlcN I( PI[ OC[ GJ I:aS 
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